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MURRAY

IN OUR 76th YEAR

F. L. ,one,
Auctioneer Dies
ROBERTSON VILLE, le.C.. July
3, an-Funeral services will be
held tomorrow for F. E Boone,
famed tobacco auctioneer _of the
Lucky Strike cigarette program
who died Thursday night at the
age of 60.

Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, July 3, 1954

MURRAY POPULATION

SPIRIT 0-F INDEPENDENCE MUST LIVE ON
***
***

Woot,ri

President Coolidge was sparse
with words and according to th
following should etacit up as one
of the most witty presich- nts.
Before Coolidge left thc. White
House. his Vermotit neir'ibeirs decided to recognize his devotion to
the old Tarrn -by givinr him a hand
made Nike. They made the presentation in elaborate ocremonial.
glor Who „presentees,tke rake
dwelt on the qualities of the
hickory from which, he said, is
was made.

8,000

VoL LXXV No. _15S

Nesting Place Or
Crane Is Found
OTTAWA ffir • -7 The long secret
nesting place of one of ,North
America's rarest birds, the spectacular whooping crane, may Irave
been found. The government said
Friday that cine-of- its wildlin
scientists possibly_ had discovered
it.
W. A. Fuller, resident mammalogist in Wood Buffalo Park for
the Department of Northern Affairs and National Resources, sent
a telegram from Fort Smith N.W.T.
reporting he had sighted six of
the big birds,
including their
young.
So far as it is known, only 24- of
the great white cranes which stand
four feet high are known to be
in existence. Vast numbers of :he
cranes inhabited the Northwest -before the turn of the century.
The cranes spend the winter on
the Gulf Coast of Texas. The U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service has built
a reserve around the spot to protect
year when the cranes fly
them
Each
north, they are lost to man. One
year an airplane was used to try
to follow them to their nesting
place. but they slipped into hiding
about the 60th Parallel.
,
se

He retired VS year
ago as
the chanting voice of the American Tobacco Co. becaule of failing
health.
ftays she enjoys the peper very
•
Boone.. whose voice was known
much and enjoys reaci:eg about
,to
millions who never uederstood
her friends khd relatives of Calloway County. Mr Wooten is Pipe 'a word he said, was a native of
Line superintendent for the Colo- Lexington. Ky. He bee-, his carado Interstate Gas Company' and reer et the age of 19, at Mt. Sterthey tecently moved to Keyes ling.-Ky.. and later was aectioneer
at Lexington. and at Willesmstown,
from Masterson. Texas..
Greenville and Wilson. N C.
The Primer For Americans in
today's issue was zorin.ed in 161
nowspapers last year. The number ,hould double this year..
Letter from Mrs. 0. g
of Keyes, Oklahoma.
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Exhibit On
Rheumatic
Fever Planned

Swimming Pool
Discussed-At
Council Meet
The City Council met last night
at 7:30 with Mayor George Hart
Kesiding. A group of ladies, appeared before the counca urging
that consideration be given to the
building of a swimening pool in
the city park A petition read by
Mrs. Charles Mason Baker indicated that some money might be
used from the excess in the water
and sewer bonds recently sold.
Mayor Hart explained that the
money from the water and sewer
bonds could only be used for the
purposes for whith they were
and that it would be used on
numerous extra iines necessary
througout the city.
Mayor Hart told the group of
Igelies that the proper procedure
would be to place the matter -before the voters in November for
consideration. Bonds- wauld have
to be sold, he said, for the construction of the pool. The council
intimated that they would find
out the cost of a pool so that the
amount of bonds necessary could
be determined.. Ladies present
were Mrs. Balm, Mrs. Allebeet
Moyer, Mrs..-"Nat Ryan Hughes
and Mrs. Cecil Farris.
The council agreed to carry on
the, etereeesieito sprayine program
this year. Affected area. will be
'prayed' about every ten days
with an oil. and DOT - mixture.
Residents are reminded that mosquitos can also breed in tin cans,
in addition to :stagnant pools.

t

Another in the series of ,exhibits
dealing with, rheumatic fever, and
designed particularly to helj>. the
clautoorn teacher aid ehildran
g
Wed tty the disease will be
• Famed "Spirit isf_illk" painted by A. M. Willard.,
Patrick Henry delivers Immertal words in 77S.:
presented by the Kentucky Hekrt
Association during the week of
LAS VEGAS, Nev.. July 3. VIJulyJuly 1-16 at Murray State ColA handsome Air "Porce colonel
"Hlekocy,'• he said. 'like the Pres- lege.
The exhibit. said Mrs. Ben Kiltrots the Penttgen -wee-held- tedev
ident is sturdy, strong. relilient,
on susoicione7if burtzlerizine hotel
unbroken. .11e kept on and on gore, Franklin. presideet of -the
rooms "ior a thrill"
along this line and finally present- association, has been tined to
meet the convenience oS teachers
Police said the eolenel. Robert
ed the gift to Coolidge
taking pummel- Work daises at the
He Orr 36. admitted "dc,ng it for
a thrill" when questioned on part
The President turned the raki, eollege. The publics •hos ever. will
By CHARLES M. McCANN
of the accusations He denied oththreatened with new complications.
over, scrutinized it carefully. and be welcomed. In arlditiar to large
United Press Staff Cortimpondent Pierre
er charges, they saidesee''
Medes-France, the new preThe city . police In cooperation
then made his reply in a single descriptive charts whic'4 may he
This week's balance sheet be- mier, said
studied on the scene.- there 'Will
he hoped debate on ratiword: 'Ash".
.
Orr was arrested Fridev shortly with state police will set up road
-G
tween
the
UATEMA
mood
LA
and
CITY,
bad
Guatemal
news in fication might start in parliamen
a
be pamphlet - matetial -available
t
after guests at a hotel told polies blocks immediately in an effort
- Col. Elfego Monzon. tem- the hot and cold wars: ,
to take home.
By UNITED PRESS
in the first two weeks of August.
they
surprised him in then room. to find persons who have not purporary
president
of
the Guatemala
Traffit fatalities mounted slowly
Because
But he indicated France will derhettreatie
fever
THE GOOD
is
chased city automobile licenses.
military
junta,
awaited the arrival 1. World
Air Force riffieSala ids:reed Orr Those who have
known tn be ,the foremost crippler
Communism lost its mand substantial changes in the today on the first full day on the
purchased the
today of Col. Carlos Cssello Ar- edlee
Fotieth of July...wgeken.d._but gelato us the administrative assistant to licenses should
end icillers
real foothold in the Western pact derails, the far-I-that
hil
place them on
a conic:Th-1:e on forming
Maj.
Gen
experts
Robert
ready
easel. 're heart association is schedsaid
assistant
has
an
Burns.
all
been
time
Hemisphere. 'The Red - dominated
ratified by four of
record for
their windshield.
uling such exhibits at six. State g new government.
Guatemalan government was over- the Six
signed it. a three day Independence Day vice-chief of staff of the Air Force
LOUISVILLE. July --9,--41Pi-The colleges during the summer. Teach- Monzon and Castillo Armas signed thrown by rebels.
holiday
Washingto
A 24 hour warning will be given
was
in
n.
in sieht
The. Guatemalan
3. Premier and Foreigne,Minister
weatherman has prediesd
motorists who are found without
ers aware of the ailment strong' a truce Friday ending the 12 day Communist Party was outhiweci.
Pelice said Orr had one of the
A United Press survey since 6
Chou En-Lai of Cernniunist China
be a little warmer in.. Kentucky their pupils may greatly nig them anti Communist revolt that. led Secretary of State
citss stickers and arreatc_will _folJohn Foster, returnedhome'In'- triumph after pm. Friday snowed 11
traffic most complete burglar; kits they low for those not making the purtoday than it was syseterday, with by knowing the activities they to the downfall of the regime of Dulles said- of the
overthrow
:
had
ever's:Oen
.
deaths
President
One
Jacob
drowning
conferenc
Arbenz
es
Guzman.
was
with Prime Minister
reported.
hig temperatures in the upper reasonably cerr--participete in and
chase. Council members isiLcheck
"CommunITin is- still a great
Castillo Arrnas said at his provi90e.
An unidentified colonel at the the hat of automobile beeVses to
VI
menace everywhere, but the people Jawaharlal Nehru of India and
the limitations of- thew physical
Four members of one family
sional
heedquart
ers
Premier t Nu of Burma. Chou
in Chiquimula of the
High marks at official recording capacity, it was explained.
United Stales and the other
were killed when their car eollided Pentagon rennrted Orr who has determine which residents are
Friday night that he would ry to
stwierre yesterday included 98 at
American republics can feel that had won,bfir diplomatic victories with an empty bus near Mahwah. an outstanding war record. se- required to get the licenses.
The exhibits are among ee'he
the,
capital today 'but there was
• iiopertflucah 95 at Bowling Green, 91 numerous activities of te Ken. . fared a nervous breakdown in
at least one great dangef has been at the Geeseva conference. There N J.. early today.
.
seemed good relation to believe that
"at Lexington. Corbin, Pikeville tucky Heart ,Associaticn in its no indication when his army of averted."
1952, but was thought to have reinsurgents would arrive.
However. the National Safety .fevered.
and Henderson. and 92 at Coving- general program of public and,
2. The Washington conference Chou's talks with Nehru and U Nit
Some of Cartino. Armes' officers
had lessened the chance that the Council pointed out that early
it'.ton and Louisville
between President Eitenbo
traf- _The colonel,
professiellal cdtieetioo rd .com-.
ve r and West could get the
who is married and
angrily objected to the rebel col- Prime
cooperation of fic fatalities had not yet been
munity servi.e. Heart and blosd
Minister Winston Churchill
onel's agreement to permit Moltthe
East
Asian
"neutralis
t"
coun- counted and an upswing was ex- lives in Arlington, Va.. new B-17
confirmed that basic policies of
vessel diseases take 7'71.000 lives_ son to
bombers in Europe and !t-29s in
head the junta. ever though
the United States and Great Brit- tries in any Southeast Asia secur- pected.
yearly in the United States. more
the leadership was est:Militated for
the Pacific during Worli War IT
ain are the same, dtelpite disa- ity treaty which may be worked
-than all other causes cembined. only
The Council has predicted that the Air Force said.
a 15 day period.
out.
greements
Attention is called to the mew
on
the association points out.
means of carrying
430 persons will be killed in traffic
The officers also objected to, a
He was reported to have comthem out. The two leaders said" in
Szott's Grove Bapthe Church
accidents before- the holiday ends manded a fighter srmadron in Ko- sage in today's issue of the Ledgproposal that Castillo Armes' straw
a joint declaration: "In intimate
er and Times entitled Ptimer for
will ,begin a revival cie Sunday at
midnight Monday.
hatted soldiers march with governrea where he flew 110 eembat miscomradeship, we will continue cur
Americans
July 4. at 10.30 am. Serer 4101-/
Merit troops down capital streets.
sions
united efforts to ensure world
This toll would soar far above
he held at 10 30 and 7:4g through They said government troops had
Air
Force
officials
said
The daily Ledger And Times is
won
he
-peace' based upon the princibles
the last Fourth of July recorl for
'out the week.
clean uniforms whereas tbk insurthe Thatinguiahed Fl rice Gros.. running this message trelsy as a'
of
the
a
three
Atlantic
day
holiday,
Charter,
The
home
the
of Mr. and Mrs. Clar- gents had been wearing the -same
which we
358 deaths
Junior Rose,- of the Firs,t BapWASHINGTON. July 2. 4PI - in 1952. The all time record of 490 the Air Medal, Silver Star and public service. It is our belief
reaffirm."
tist Church in Gleasor Tennea- ence Eldridge on Almo route one clothing for 15 deys.
Puente Heart for (early!! duty.
that as we approach the Fourth of
Wheat
3.
planting
The
was
will
be
position
set
cut
in
about
of
tile free world
1950's four day holiday.
rned to the ground Thursday
see will be the evangelete„.TrEl.
However, the officers said s flyOfficials at Nellie Air Force July, the great day in American
in
18.000
acres
East
Kentucky
in
Asia
Traffic
because
accidents were expected
was strengtheniel
evening about 6:30. Most of the over by Castillo Armes' four plane
Sheltrn Is the pastor.
when Japan's new "self defense" of the decision of the U.S. De- f to start climbing today as millions Base said Orr prabably would be holidays signifying our freedom.
fur nishings were lost.
''air -forte" would give the rebels
force • was inaugurated formally partment of Agriculture yesterday i of motorists set out for Wachter, released to the 'Air Force for hos- that we should again search for
Mr. Eldridge is a couCri of Mr' some "prestige"
- ANNOUNCEMRNT8 pitalization and "possible psychia- the reasons for our freedom, and
My'1. Tokutaro Kimura, director te.gt
s
next year's plant
at 55.- , resorts and vacation -spots. The
CA. Miguel Angel Mendoza. -Ca.sAn all day Boatwrighte family Carl Eldridge who' lost his home
tric treatment."
to _clarify the line between freegeneral of the new Japanese -de- 000.M0 acres net:smelly.
Council
has
estimated
that
near
40
muNew
Condord
recently.
tillo Armee' chief ofeetelf during
retniTen will be helelenn July 4 at
dom and license
fense
lion
55.000.000
cars
agency.
The
figure
will
spiels
ijam
the
minthe
highways.
'Peace
Mr.
-and
can
the
Mrs.
Eldrilize saved the revolt, said rebel troops would
the City Pork In the pact
be realized only through unremit- imum rossible under law and is
REPENTANT TAMP
has been held at the old most of, their furnishings with the be busy cleaning up Conamitnist
So much publicity has been
Fair weather over most of -the
ting efforts on the part if peace- about 13 per cent under this year's
IN--4,11.1111
home place near the lake, but exception of dishes and cooking operations "for some lime," degiven in recent years to "rights"
country
swelled the
motorists'
loving
acreage.
peoples
Kentucky
of
the
farmers
world pnd
will
LUDLOW. Vt
repentant without the parallel responsibilispite -the armistice.
thie year it will be at the park. utensils, and clothing.
ranks.
it can be maintained only by unit- plant 205.572 acres next
cernthief who !tole two left shoes 20 ties, that the Ledger
Mrs. 1, 13. Brandon of Almo
Mendoza said In. an interview
All relatives are asked to come
end Times
A
new
federal
ed
inter
state
defense
shippared
with
against those who
222.435 act-el this year
years ago sent $20 to pel'ce here feels that the
route one is accepting articles
with United Press Correspondent
marl bring a basket of food.
-mosaage pr:nted toment law was expected to cut down
with a note requesting that the day will be a great
the couple, who have two boys. Robert Prescott at Chiquimula that would violate the peace."
-inspiration to
deaths and injuries caused by fire' THE BAD
consciense money be 'used Tor out readers
Red Howe. manasee of the Piny ag;et five and two. The Ledger peasants armed by Arbenz would
works. However. holiday explo1. The situation in Indochina
some "worthy charity."
League: announced the Pony Lea- and nines will also accept sa_rticles continue "to make trouble."
'
sives had 'already claimed a vicThe repentant thief ssio he took
The center _of resistance we; ex- took a radical change.
.. for the
lime game which was scheduled for for the couple.
tim and caused arrests.
worse.
The
the
shoes
French
postooned
due
pected to be in the Esquintla area
from a store window
high command
lianday, •has been
In New 'York two 18 year old and didn't know he
where Guatemala's- toughest Com- decided to abandon the entire
DAILY LEDGER AND
had taken two
to the holiday.
—
youths
held
a
nine
year
southern
old
boy
part
its left shoes until after to reached
of the Red River
munist. Carlos Manuel Peilecer. a
TIMES WILL NOT
The Yanks
•
on over the Cards they, exploded
a
bootleg
Delta,
laving
"cherry
a "secluded mot" and tried them
about rstnillion peo- last night 14 ea 6 in .the Little
former member . of he Central
PUBLISH ON MOKDAY
-ice growing areas League: Roberts pounded out two bomb" in his pocket. The youths on.
American "Comintern," has been ple and rich ‘
The Ledger and Times will
went
to
Marine Pfc Chart
court
and
the boy, Stephen
McCuisnot publish a paper on Monday
The money will be used for the
heading Red operations in the to the Comunist rebels" The high hits for the winners with Brews.:
Tierney, wee severely burned.
By UNITED PRLSS
July 5. so 'that employees of
heart of United Fruit Co. country. - command called the move "ex- collecting two for the losers.
Ludlow Children's Swimming Pool ton, son of Mr>4114 Mrs Boyce
TheRailway Express Co. at Fund. •
McCuiston of"Murray. Ky, hat
tremely grave but absolutely neesthe daily paper may enjoy the
Fitts and Roberts performed for Pittstufgb
. Pas refused to deliver
reportedes-lhoara the battleship
essary." The French say they. now The
KENTUCKY -e-Tartly c'eudy. hot
Fourth of lely holiday.
Yanks and Brewer and Car- rriOre
CORN
PRONE
than 20 packages of firewill concentrate on
175S Missouri.
and humid with scatteree tit nderThe next regular issue will
defendiret rawey were in for the Cards.
R. I. 1100-MAP
• SUN PR4IRIE, Wis - (111 works because consigness could net
Hanoi. the chief city of northern
showers today arid Surday.
he on Tuesday. July e.
P'OSTP:R. R 1
In the second game the Reds
itrt - A ban e"-The Missouri, whose deck was
11a-vid Etenesh rite .1411 'ears of coin Indochina
produce city permits.
, and ,its supply cortidfir, won over the
.
—
Most %toren In Murray will
on dual office holdins. TT:fluid Jefi the scene of the
Cubs 6-5. Hendon
In 18 mrnutec to wini a corn eating to
sureeeder of
In
the
Chicago
area
the
three
men
port
of
TrIPERATURES
Haiphong: Sonic tinseled' two hits for the Cubs.
he closed on Monday, July 5.
about wive out the gneern
eentest. His. ptize was a live pork sceptics
nt of Japan to the; - Allied Forces in
were arrested on charges of illegal
asked: "For how long?"
_ ___ 98
however several will remain
High Yeaterday
this northern RhodeWallis and Crouse were on for sale
roast which he seta-liar finother
(t town. World War II. celebrates the anof fireworks and another man
2. Final ratification of the Euro- 4.
Low Lard Night
open.
Edward B. Winslo
the Beds with Miller and Harris
dny.
s town .tax ntversary of ten active years in
ctfarged with their illegal possespean'Defense Comuniisy treaty was in
for the Cubs.
assessor,
health
•
Nicer, tax col- comission and over half
• sion and sple.
million
lector and
al-ertiffarn director.. miles of cruising this month.
s .s.
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Air Force Colonel
Steals For Thrills

Government This Week's Balance Sheet
To Be Formed In The Hot And Cold War In Guatemala

Slaughter On
Highways Is
Well On Way

•

countrieswhich

Warmer Today'
-In—The-State--

Primer For Americans
Printed As Public
Service By Ledger

'Scott's Grove To
Hold Revival

Home In County
Burns Thursday

Wheat Planting
Will Be Cut

Yanks And Reds
Win Last Night

Charles McCuiston
On USS Missouri

The Weather
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LEDGER & TIMES

riffl -iitn nv LEDGES & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY. ine.•
of the Muiray Ledger, The Calloway Times, anit, Th_
tmes-Herald October 20, 1928, and the West Kentuckian January
1942.
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lIt'll Be Indians Vs. Giants
- If Tradition Holds True
Today's Sport Paraiel
•

Murray Drive-In Theatre

S.

H Away -Junction

lies.
16y FRED DOWN
Joe Coleman spun -a th.-ee hitter
United Press Sports Writer
op- for his second shutout and ninth
_Ark be_.the_Cleveliod
twansm.sslon
tor--intete4-41,--tbe--Pint Attlee. Morena'. Kenlisekto
posing the New York Giants in the Otctory of the season as the BaltiSecond Class Matter
NEW YORK EP - FeorleSs Fra- pointing 5-3 record for a tals1 cf richest - World Series of *ern all more Orioles ,beat the Detroit Tiley's facts arid.ftiures:
. ooly 13 wineagainst 10 Inssea.
this yearif baseball tradi:ion bolds gers, 2-0, and Grady Hatton', baseTHE ICESITOCRY PRESS ASSOCIATION
Ben Hogan is tegarded as just which 'totals In themselves
clearing tgilple in the eighth inn-.
t:ue.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO.. 1318
partily Phils
explain the troubles et the
mary mealabout **through" b
ing paced the Boston Fed Sox
which
-thumb"
of
"rule
The
Michigan
Moiiroe. Marapins, Tenn.: 250 Pa.k Ave. New York; 307 N
bers of the golfing fraternity as add Dodgers this season.
to an 8-4 _verdict over the Philcent
per
50
than
More
held
has
Cliieago; 80 Bolyston St, Boston.
As a vice president of the long
result of his *leaving 10_
of the time —'states that October's adelPhit Athiett ; in the other
o- associalong
shots
on
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By carrier in Murray, per week 15e, per cent U. S. Open but lzUsIll *it time losers
World Series rivals will be in first American League games.
tion. I. can tell you felhaw memHowie Pollet defeated his former
month 65c. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year. $3 50 else- mon doesn': sec o that way
on July 4 — a stat:on which
place
the
"Just because a grc-i.' golfer bers that Hialeah has find
-Indians and Grants now teammates when .the-ChTe...WO Cubs
wheiv,
the
bath
_
ne tournament perfect use for a race track. Dur- are mathematically certahri to oc- shaded the St. Louis Cardinals,
like Hogan lases ,
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Ed:tor_ yoti,eertainly can't say hehis done," ing the off season, the entire cupy.
7-6. and the MilWaukee• Braves
or Public Voice items which in our opinion are not for the best explains Harmon. -Ben still has a racing strip has been platted in
The Indians assured themselves swept the Cincinnati Reds. 11-4
there's no
interest of our readers.
'lot of great golf in him ;old:hell vegetables
of being in first place en Sunday and 2-1, in the other National
League games_
be the man to beat for : couple what will corms in first.
night when they opened up a
Tough
Podb Lan's Opposition
'ATURDAY, JULY 1, 1944
of years yet whenever ho stEps so
game lead in the American League
for
say
to
One ti4ng you've got
a tournament tee."
with a 3-2 and 5-4 swoop of the
Clarence Bud Podbielan of the
White Sox Friday night
Chicago..
alAnd Claude is a man who
Cincinnati Reds, he hat to have
New York Giants were
the
while
4
ways gives the younger crop of tough op sition to be at his best.
also certain of being in first place
stars their just due because the Bud's re4rd is five wins against
lead
it.•me
five
a
took
they
when
winged foot pro holped start such three Io4ses. Hu q3eat Brooklyn
Ledger & Times File
in the National League with a 9-5
comers as Al Mengerto D'ek May- three ou \of four, and downed St.
win over the Pittsburgh., Pirates.
His
Mayfield.
losses
,tdilwaUkee.
Louis a
er .and Shelley
July 5, 1949 (Holiday)
A World Series "betwee4 the InwinImportant
Baseball's most
included i defeat by I-Otte:burgh.
and Giants always has been
dians
t
.1116_5thicti_s.en and oar'
.to the Giadtsobefore
A very -quiet holiday weekend was reported in Mtir. ter_ _trade_ was_.Into
regarded i* Iti'n "dream series"'
Bobby Thomson tr the rsilwaukee they got hot..
ray and Calloway County. No emergencies were admit- Braves or Johnny Ant melt' and ft the big purses in he''c racing because Cleveland and New York
have the largest seating capacities
owning
ideas about
ted to the hospital here and the sheriff and state police Don Lidile—and the Ciants are give you
.respective leagues, Clevedeal didn't close horses', there's one Ming you in their
the
'that
lucky
•
reported no arrests or wrecks.
land's oapacity is• slightly • more
desired.
It
they
jump.
You
before
as
know
exactly
should
than 85.000. the Giants' wool
costs a minimum of 95,000 to keep
Mayfield went to the cellar spot in the Kitty -League
Toast For Fetter
Giants Wanted Buhl
and train a horse for .„-, ne year
The Indians. who opened up their
after losing two games to Fulton.
inwith
ever
hay
ain't
that
and
wanted
iginallv
cot
.Giants
The
biggest lead of the seasn"r. and also
fast flation.
dropped the White Sox into third
Funeral services for J. K. Ligon, father of Mrs. Bice Bob Buhl. the right ofhanded
pinch
whose
Rhodes,
Dusty
Jim
Antonelli.
ball pitcher, instead
place. had a special toast for Bob
two
won
Futrell of Murray, ware held in Wewoka, Okla., last
Giants
the
for
hitting
w,th
st•Il
Buhl'
what happens!
Feller, who finally era- shed the
this
the
Dodo,ers
from
gained
'gal,'
•aaskee-ohas _a_ Legard..o1.110„ YlcTuesday.
-top 10" •antong modern big leaguetories against five defe.,ts. And week, is notoriously weok against winners. Feller's four hit triumph
Mr. and Mrs. Max (Thurchill and ttildren have just Antorielli has win. 11 for the Gi- slow ,urve balls. Playihg. in Japan in the opener gained him the 254during the last off scason he
two defeats,
th victory of his career.
returned from a visit, to the Cherry Festival held in Tra- ants against
Happy Birthday: Today. Jontiny struck out the first time up
Early Wynn survived two- late
who
verse City, Mich.
pitcher
Japanese
a
39;
against
Rosar
Roddy
and
Pairer 33
Chicago rallies to score his ninth
stuff.
Slow
but
nothing.
him
fed
Tuesday,
46:
O'in
Sunday, Bob
victor in the nightcap and give
Kentucky Dam State Park Was officially turned over Steve O'Neill 63: Wedneoday. Es"1 suppose," stormed' J,m. "if I
the Ihdians a 6.5 -seas,n's edge
the
even
Alaska
of
in
playing
I zard Charles 33 and Bit'; Herman was
to the state last night by Gordon Clapp, chairman
over the White Sox. Larry Doby
Eskimos would pitch m: nothing homered in each game end drove
•t<
45
the TVA;
'
N' .-e President Burry Havasi . of but slow curves,
in five runs during the ,double-i
But the word. apparently, has- A 19 year old -hunter held , th, Brooklyn 'Dodgers is fcirtururto
header to spark the Indians' ofSalyersville, Ky. (UN-that no one took his proferro4 n't reached Brooklyn ire;
fensive.
FORMER PRESIDENT Truman's
of a mountain
slaying
in connection with the double
—
arid
Errkine
Carl.
that
bet
spring
physician, Dr. Wallace Graham,
residents
the
after
past
—
ineire
climbed
v.-lit-Salyersville
would
Yanliees
out
taken
The
Don Neweombe
:couple has been
announces to reporters in Kanplace
by
'Fo
into,
second
the
White
Sox
than
games this season
sas City, Mo., that Mr. Truman
threatened to mob the local jail.
orture of their' split v:ith: the
lies' Robin Roberts and Cyr: :is "greatly Improved." Mr. TruSenators, the world
Vashington
,
mons.
man told Dr. Graham, "I'm
oounpions iminainso-84-evesser. 44
o,noberts with 11-7 arid Simmo' •
over die hump. We have thts
-• i'ogi Berra's 11th inning single
at 74 have wan a trial of he
thing whipped." (International)
—
-L,nd then batwing to Dean Stone.
against 13 losses _Erskino ha= •
7-4. in the nightcap. Tho victory
8-7 mark and Nederombe 3
----'
W35 Stone's seventh.
- . Hank Thompson drove in three
By VNTTED rassa
("runs and Willie Mays and Whitey
Lockman drove in two each for
the Giants.
LEAGUE
Phil, Rest Dodgers 7-4
•
SATURDAY
W L - Pet.- EMI- -Robin Roberts eiane owt-et
Double Feature Prograiiii
- bullpen to choke off a -ninth-inn49 23 881
New York
ing rally and give the Philadelphia
"BOMBA AND THE
44 28 611 3
B ooklyn
Phillies a 7-6 triumph over
38 30 559
Philadclphili
JUNGLE GIRL"
Ennl-'
\Dodgers.
' lkpoklyn
. 36 15 .507 12,
1
with Johnny Sheffield
34 37 - .479 14', three run homer in toe eighth innSt. 1-.43411.6
and
irrgose-oved •dec:s.ve for the Phil34 38 .472 15
Cincinnati
LIGHTNING"
"WHITE
25 43 .3163 22
Chicago
with Stanley Clements—
23 49 .319 20
Pittsburgh
By OSCAR FRALEY
Cobs/ 1Priss limb Seim
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Here Comes The Greatest
Musical Show On Earth
'ipso„,

Truman Improved
•

Five Years Ago Today

641 and 121

•

„got
A.,74 CUFTON
WEBB
/.
Debra PAGET
Robert WAGNER
Ruth HUSSEY

COMING TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY

a

Major League
Standings

Read Today's Classifieds t
' '
Era of Easy Gains for independence NNTIONAL
May Have Ended but Fourth oJuly
Celebration .finds Trend Still Upward Milwaukee

TRI-CITY
DRIVE-1N

s Results
'
Yesterday
Chicago 7 St Louis 8
MeV.' York 9 Pittsburgh 5
Phitactetertira 7 Brookhen 6
'
Milwaukee II Cincinnati
Milwaukee 2 Cincinnati 1 2nd

Today's- Gimes
Brooklyn at ph,ladelph:a, night
New York at POtsburgh
Cincinnati at Milwaukee night.
St Lotus at Chicago

tames

Mop shows 10 areas where independence was in issue during last 12 month period.

Teaserrosts
Brooklyn at Philadelphia
New York at Pittsburgh, 2 gam
Cincinnati it Milwaukee .
St Louis at Chicago. 2 games

Steve Brodie

Major League
Leaders

CARYAND
GRANT
MARILYN MONROE

By UNITED PRESS
— NATIONAL LEAGUE —
Cs AB R H Pet.
Player & Club
69 271 52 !rp. 371
Snider. Bklyn
71 282 47 100 333
Mueller, 14 Y.
118 265 42 92 347
Hamner. Phila.
— AMERICAN LEACTT —
G AB It H Pet,
Player & Club
59 226 48 91 35-O
esit
W1a
Avi ay
, C
60 206 33 70 33Rosen. Cleve.
70 300 43 97 .32-3
Busby, Wash
HOME RUNS. Musial 'Cards 26.
Mays, Giants 24: Sauer, Cubs 23.
Musial
BATTED IN
- -RUNS
cia`76. Jablotiski. Cards 64; Snider. Dodgers 64; Minoan, White

95 DRIVE-IN +

IN A LITTLE BIT

OF

MONKEY BUSINESS"

SATURDAY ONLY
"FORT Ti"
in technicolor
Montgomery
with George
and Joan Vohs

THE FUNNIEST PICTURE
OF THE YEAR!

•

SATURDAY MIDNITE
SHOW
Bing Crosby and Jane
Wyman in
"JUST FOR YOU"

lphilosophy ga.n:ng every day. The
.
.Sy JOHN S. SEMSOWER
20th Century Fox presents
Caniinals 87:
NS. Musizr.
Central African federation continItti63
8°le
Crniral Pr's, Correvpondeht
in technicolor
%CUE
LE
CARY GRANT • GINGER ROURS
1.'1:WAN
NI
A
to
status,
dominion
Minoso,
demand
to
63;
ues
Cards
Fourth—has
Schoendienst.
WASHINGTON—American Independence Day—July
• - W L Pet. GB White Sox 82. COBURN
CHARLES
,
become "Freedom Day" around the 4orld.,and again an intentory of include - Northern and Southern
and MONDAY
50 22 .694
HITS: Schoendienst. Cardinal= SUNDAY
movements tote ard self-government (tering the last 12 mohths shows'Rhodesia and Nyasaland. and so Cleveland
MONROE
MARILYN
Alan Ladd in
26 627 4,, IOC Snider. Dodgers 101: Bell. Red.
:
'
•
'N'e* York
that freedom is on the march, even though the ccmparatively easy 'does the ,Gold Coast.
HAWKS'
HOWARD
in
5
OPER"
622
28
"PARATRO
.
.
.
and
More
settled
older
Chicago
some
100; Mueller. Giants 100; Jablongains 'Ince World War II may Wive taken up tht. slack and the asO1 38 .449 17‘., ski, Cards 100.
'MONKEY BUSINESS'
parts of the world also figure in Detroit
in technicolor
•
went* now face harder going.
Eons Washington ''
:,0 41 423 la'.
co-starring Leo Genn
PITCHING: Wilson. Braves 5-0;
Celebrations of the Fourth are scheduled tlels_ hear at many points freedom's picture. Chancellor
West Gerr•any Philadelphia .
28 42 .400 21
Yankees 9;1; Sto,o,
Reynolds.
beyond the borders of the United State*, ISerimaik. in * tradition of rad Adenaur of
'
22
'roleof
year
28 44 .399
Baltimore
41 celebrations honoring the United States on its birthday, will stage has set 1954 as the
Senators 7-1.
"P3 41 377 22',
perolence of non-Red Germany. In B".''n
another thus year at Aaiborg
is a moveA wreath will be laid on the Marquis de Lafayette's tomb in Paris. England itself there
Yesterday's Rcbults
by the Welsh to get the
The British. having swallowed any bitterness stemming from the un- ment
York 6 Wash. 5 1st. 11 inn. .
Nes:
as Scotland.
pleasantness of the first Fourth. wilt hold a celebration. too. Other %Ale status .
• •
Washingta n '7 New York 4, 2nd
•
Havana.
and
Karachi.
Tokyo.
Rome,
in
sneduled
are
ceremonies
EVEN the United States itself Boston) Philadelphia 4
Only one newcomer to the,
has
figured in at least one con- Baltimore 2 Detroit 0
independof
proposed
and
when,
on
society of free nations—Laos
When India at the Cieteland 3 Chi-coign 2 lit
erica..
troversy.
and
the Indo-Chinese peninsula
inchallenged the bat- clevetUnd 5 Chicago 4 2nd
Nations
United
own
its
ach.eved
India.
which
Viet
close neighbor of strife-torn
Rico
by the U. S as
of
ago,
ing
Puerto
years
sever'
just
dependence
s Games
'
loday
Nam—was able to make a fairly
of growing pains. a self-governing country, Chief Chxag,, at Cleveland. nit,ht
clean break for independence "din- still has plenty
In addition to Eastern Pakistan. United States Delegate Henry Deno.: at _Baltirno:e. night
int the last 12 months.
Kashmir at the very northern Cabot Lodge announced that he Washinnton at New i'tirk, night
The French signed a treaty with peak of the country showed signs was authorized by the President
Polladelphia at• Boston
Laos last Oct. 22. which be- of wanting to go it alone.
to say that if Puerto Rico ever
• • •
s Games
'
comes the "July Fourth" there
Tomorroli
demanded independence it will get
France also has announced that
THE KASHMIR asSembly, how, it.
Chicago at Cleveland .
it will give Independence this year ever, finally voted this yr to stick
Not all the trends are toward Detroit at Baltimore
to Cambodia. but it is yet to be with India, and to become like the independence. however. Denmark Washingor at New York
consummated. Viet Nam apparent- new state of Andhra on the west has announced that Greenland no I''
o ,,tAa at W
ly is slated for independenee soon- coast of the Bas' of Bengal, an in- longer is a colony but is an inteconfusion
in
is
all
but
later,
or
Britain
er
tergral part of the Indian state. gral part of the kingdom.
there now because of war.
India likewise.1,as quelled a move has denled dortiinion rule to Malta.
• • •
Nor has the path of freedom
toward freedom by the Assent
THE ONLY complete newcomer tribes at the far eastern extremi- been completely smooth this year.
The Anglo-Egyptian Sudan is
among the aspirants to freedom ty above Burma.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
during the year is Eastern.Palti; The Britisli. Dutch and French moving toward its final decision
Double. Feature
stan. situated at the far eastern empires continue spawning Inde- in two years 'whether to,, join
Rod Cameron in
tip of India on the Bay of Bengal. pendence movements of one kind Egypt or go it alone. Syria is
which has announced tfinthe tack tar another. Apparently echoing -struggling to operate a new con"SAN ANTONE"
noon until 1:30 p, m., and entertainment
'
e( a corridor over the top of India unrest in Indo-China. French Al- stitution.
Plus
union
tiny
The
islands
makes
Maldive
of:
ago
contains
independence
proper
germ
Pakistan
to
Johnny Weismuller
tation. The Netherlands, _haying Ceylon, laditch in 1952 achieved in•
with it impractical.
in "KILLER APE"
and
of
hoasted
the
being
dependence
and
Guiana
Dutch
wave
promised
tidal
However. if the
•
a
nation
Dee.
of
Policeforce
be
as
without.
independence
Antilles
surged
which
toward independence
SUNDAY & MONDAY
hen the Netherlands cause it never had had "a crime of
forward after the end of the war 7, 1942. %.•
"ANGELS IN THE
the goverrrnent still was in wartime passion" in its history and had
has slowed down somewhat,
banned both alcohol and tobacco.
is working,out the details,
OUTFIELD"
general world - wide ferment of exile.
British empire continues v late last autumn experienCed
starring Paul Douglas and
freedom seems as attive as ever 1 The
Idv.
with
bloodless,
frontiers,
It
freedom'ta
was
one
Treolution•
of
are
globe
Janet'Lei01
10,
whole sectIons of the
embieiled in ont it, oe.
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THE REGULAR ANNUAL MEMBERS MEETING OF

. West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation
Will Be Held This Year With The

MARSHALL CO.
Drive-In Theatre

AnnualiVieeting of the Calloway County Farm Bureau
on Saturday,July 10th—From 10 A. M.Til 3:30 P. M.
Free lunch will be served from 12
furnished throughout the day.

will be

attend
All members of the West Ky. Rural Electric Cooperative Corp. are urged to

•

•

•

•

•
•-•
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'SLURS' BRING PARTY GUNFIRE

THE LEDGER AND ITIMES, IftrititAY, EEMCIX,_
But for the man erho, once was .American born- duchess - "the
called "Britain's greatest travel- woman I love."
ing salesman." who chant ed men
Birthday greetings flooded into
and nations and left a trail of the
home which he and the duchquickened *ferainine heart
beats ess have
taken on the Route
around the world, his birhet ay was Champs
D'Entrainement
Paris'
a quiet one.
smartest section on the aauth side
The Duke of Windsor spa it the of the Bois de Boulogne
A Wandering Life
day sunning himself in "is ia Arden.
But it was a far cry from the
At his Vase at
. the brie ikfast
- eere'nee t:narming table wa,s a birthdayagfacsaissale quiet family Eatherings at Buckingham Palare before, as Edward

Duke Now 60
Still Snappy
Dresser 10fill
PARIS
is BO.

•

VIII, 'he'-quit the throne for the
former Wallis Warfield Simpson
and entered a life of wandering.
It *as a far cry, too: from a day
in March, 1925.
On that day he still was the
"King's first ambassador" .end he
was departing on ,another of , the
tours which as Britain,'e ambassador of good will, cared 111r4
roundathe world.
A royal marine band played,

•
.,
•
"The Girl I Left Behind Me," and
the London Times rem's,rked:'
"Millions of his fellow subjects
in these isles will miss him as the
saw.* piquante of our nations)
life."
Today: the closest physically to
him among his relatives was the
Duke at Edinburgh, husband of
Queen Elizabeth H.
The Duke was in Paria but appeared .to have ignored Windsor'-

PAGE THREE
birthday.
Shimaimil By Nephew •
a The British embassy said it Wa
"not on his program" to call on
his uncle.
•
Edinburgh Watched an air 81:1011".
lunched with Marshal Alphonse
Juin and planted three commentorative trees at an affieers' garden
party at Fontairibleau headquarters
of the Central European Command.

•

PRIMER FOR AMERICANS

ou live in the United States of AmericaoYou are an
American.
.Real Americans like their country. They are proud o'it.'They
think it is a good place to live. And they want to keep it rood
-to keep it getting better all the time.
Why is America the way it is? What makes it a good place
to live? The answer l's simply this:
- Throughout our history most Americans have believed I
that every person has certain rights and duties and responsibilities.
Americans have believed that there are certain thingspeople
should do, and things they should not do.
They have also believed in certain things that people axe,
and are not.
'these things that people believe are called principles. This
book is an attempt to state the Principles of America in simple,
primer fashion so that you can understand them, learn them,
and remember them.
This is important. It was because eaAier Americans believed
in these principles and gutted thcirlivcib_y them,that America
has grown to be the good place it is.
If all of us learn and remember these principles-if we also
guide our lives by them-then we can help to keep America
growing better, and better, and better.
,
And if we follow these Principles of America, we can help
make,themorld a better placeio livc in, too.

y

Edward Neely to pollee car after arrest as gun wielder.

Barbara Clampitt-gave party.

Stunt man Albm-bullet victim.

A PARTY CONVERSATION in Los Angeles wound up with one man
being shot at seven times and struck and seriously wounded by
two bullets. Edward Neely, brother-la-law of heiress Barbaaa
Clampitt. who gave the party, was oimetes in the shooting of
movie Runt man Phillip Albin, 49. He said Alhm made slurring
remarks about his sister-in-law, about his borne state of Texas,
and about Senator Joseph McCarthy. It was a one-thing-led-toanother fracas, Neely said.
(international Soundpho(os)

The Principles of America are these ..
1. Each Person is of Importance and Value as an.
Individual.
This is the cornerstone ... the foundgatn of all our other beliefs in
a person's right to live his own life, to speak for himself, to choose
and change his leaders.
•
From it comes our hatred of those "isms" under which the individual has no value or importance as a person, but is only one of
many unimportant people who have to live the way their leaders
tell them to.
a

ABANDON PROVINCE TO THE REDS

•

langsen

CHINA

•
Hongoi

HAIPHONG

Gol of fsiiikin
RED
DE LTA

51

AWES

the belief that "all men are created equal." It did not state or imply
a belief that"men develop equally or have equal ability, or that they
should ever be forced to an exact equality of thouaht, speech or
material possessions.
That would be equality without freedom. Americans have always
believed the two should go together.

50

; •

In our Constitution, and in other laws of our land, there are
set down principles to protect the rights and freedoms and
equality of individuals.
•
r •

•

a

7

4. The Right to Freedom of Speech.

TaTAILAND

1

:•
s• to
- - -airosat Phuly (3) in ccn.
t.ntied effort to guard the Ham
m-Haiphong railroad. Diplomatic reports were to the effect that
a cease fire In Indealna might
be evolved with the French giving up all Vietnam (4), except
the big port of Saigon (5),

This includes freedom of the press, of radio, of motion pictures, of
every means by which man may express his thoughts.

CAMBODIA

5. The Right to Freedom of Assembly.
As we believe in the right of individual action, so we believe that
individuals should be free10 act together.

S OW

INDOCHINA I

12. The Right to a Good Education.
13. The Right to Live where he pleases.
14. The Right to Work where he wants to.
15. The Right to Belong to an Organization.
16. The Right to Owli Property..
a
17. The Right to Start his Own Business.
18. The Right to Manage his Own Affairs.
19. The Right-to Make a Profit or to Fail, depending on his Own Ability.
There are other, similar rights of individual action which arc
Principles of America, but all of these individual rights ma,
be combined in these two broad principles...

Coming directly from,that first principle are two others that„
are also part of the foundation of Americanism.
_ _

Ilacmnb

'"Phuly
//'

Other Principles hold that every man has .7:

20. Every Man is entitled to Freedom and Equality
of Opportunity. •
-21. Every Man may Earn his Iiiying When,Where,
2. We'Believe that All Men should Enjoy Perand How he wants to.
sonal
3. We Believe that All Men are Created Equal. There are also Limiting Pi,nciples .
It is worth noting that the Declaration of Independence expressed

•

•

7

Principles of individual freedom sometimes clash with those
of individual equality. Therefore our rights as individuals must
be limited, and those limitations are themselves principles.

22. The Rights of any Individual shall not Interfere-with those of Other Individuals.
23. The Rights of any Individual shall not Interfere with the Welfare of the People.
Freedom of speech does not give the indistaual the right toashout
"tire" in a crowded thfatre.

;

Many of our principles of individual freedom and equality are
guaranteed to us by law. But we have other beliefs, other general rules of iction and conduct that have grown to the status
of principles. And these too, are foundations of Americanism.

25. A Man shall be Judged by his Own Record.
A man's family background. his race or his religion. is not as important as what that man himself can do, for Americans believe a
man must stand on his own feet.

26. A Man is Free to Achieve as much as he-can.
We believe that where an,' boy may become President, where any
man may achieve greatness, there is tbe greatest incentive for every
man to do his best.

6. The Right to Freedom of Worship.
•

27. To

Not only is the individual free to worship as he will, but religions
themselves are-free and equal.

_Achieve anythingMan should be Willing to Work.

7. The Right to Security of Person and Property.

Americans have always known that "you don't get something for
nothing.** that to get anything takes a willingness to work.

blot just one, but three Amendments to the Constitution (4th, 5th
and 14th) protect against illegal search and seizure, or loss of life,
liberty, or properay, without "due process of law."

28. Achievement also Depends upon the Ability to
do a Good Job.

8. The Right to Equal Protection before the Law.

Add to "willingness to work" the ability to produce results and the
combinatiors is the basis for most individual 'achievement in our
country.

As individuals are equally important, so laws must apply equally to
all, without special privileges for any group.

9. The Right,to -Freedom from .Slavery.
This includm "the right )o quit," for no individualrnay belie-colt°
work for another.

10. The Right to Petition the Government.
The right of the iodividual to "petitien the government for redress
of grievances" is evidence of the American belief that government
is the servant, not the master, of the people.

11. The Right to Vote for people of your choice.
This is the individual's most potent weapon in the protection of his
rights and freedoms ... a weapon that to be effective must be constantly and wisely used.

29. Every Man has the Right to a Fair Share of
the Results of his Work and his Ability. •
Because of-this belief, America has not only produced more goods,
but they have been more fairly and more widely shared by more
people than in any other country.

30. Security is the Ability of a Man to Provide for
himself.
The only true security for any individual is the opportutsity, the..
ability, and the determination to work and plan and save for his own
present and future. Self-reliance is vital to individual independence
and personal freedom. No man can be "proud and free" who depends on others for his security.

Honesty, fairness, and personal integrity are virtues that help free
and independent individuals get along with each other without
losing their independence.

33, Fair and Free Competition is a Good Thing.
Americans have always believed that competition among individuals or groups encourifes greater effort which in turn brings
greater benefits to all.

34.'Cooperation among Individuals is Vital.
PRES/DENT EISENHOWER has- said: "The free:Len to compete
accompanied by a readitsess to cooperate wholehearted-iv
vigorusl• for
the performance* or cenamunity and aatuSaal Tanctions, together
make our system the most-productive on carat^

Principles of Individual .Respon,sibilitsy„.

ass

_

firedorn for indiviclualsTcarries'wiih it an equll'responsibility
that freedom wisely.If we wisis to remainfrec, WC Mat
faithfully fulfill this respgrisibility.'

'

35. The Individual is Responsible forhimself and
his.Family.
He Must protect them and provide for their present and future
36. The

Individual has Responsibilities to the
Groups of which he is a Part.
lie must give of his best to his community, his church, his emeloyer,

his union, and to every group in which indisidualS cooperate for
their mutual benetit.

37. The Individual has Responsibilities to his
•
Country.
He must be an active citizen, interesting himself in lo-cal, state, and
national government, voting wisely, thinking and speaking and
acting tiapresene and strengthen freedom, equality and opportunity
for every individual.

24. Every Individual owes Obed;.:.1-ce to the Laws
under which he Lives.
The individual has the right to talk against a law, to %risk and vote
to change that law, but-NOT to disobey that taw,

-4

32. EaCh Individual must Deal Fairly with others.

38. The Individual has Responsibilities to the
World.
Man's horizons have expanded. What happens in the world affects
him, and his actions can affect the world. Today.therefore,each man
has a responsibility to act-and to encourage Ms country to act-so
that freedom and cooperation will be encouraged among the people
and the nations of the world.

Principles that are Patterns of Behavior ...-

MacMURRAY, JUNE AT MARRIAGE

2.

ing and shelter, so those who have more than their basic needs share
. the responsibility of providing the essenttals of security for those
who need help.

Your right to swing your arm, stops where the other fellow's nose
starts.

[33

ACTOR Fred MacMurray and actress June Haver, who once quit a
$3,500-a-week film career to become a nun and then returned to
Hollywood several months later, are shown after Marriage in
an Ojal, Calif., Inn,
(International Soundphote)

31. When an Individual cannot Provide his owii
Seyrity,the Responsibility shouldbe Assumed
by'Others.
..We believe that no one should starve, Or be without adequate cloth-

- For America's Future
Most of us have faith in our country's ability to move forward,
to improve, to grow, to provide more and more individuals
with more and more of everything they want and need in life...
If we, the people of the United States, want to have more
material benefits, we rr ust believe in and follow these two
principles:

39. The only way we can Have More is to Produce
More; and
40. As we Produce More, we must make it possible,for More and More People to Enjoy that
which we Produce.
If we: the people of the United States, want to have a better
life, spiritually.as well as materially.
...

41. We must stand firmly for our Beliefs,our Rights,
our Principles.
There are those who would chip aWay our confidence so Mat
their special brand of tyranny...tfught.c.ree.p.into America. They
must not succeed. So,let us ask ofevery plan, or act, or idea,.,
Is

it lcith or Against the Principles of America?

It
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It'll Be Indians Vs. Giants
Today's Spiort Parade If Tradition Holds True
a

a
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lies.
By FRED DOWN
Joe Coleman spun a th:ee hitter
Vatted Press Sports Writer
ICU'be the Cleveland Indians op- for his second shutout and ninth
as
,•
ealeted at the Post Office, Murray. Kentucky, for transmission
posing tke New York Giants in thr? victory of the season as theeBaltiSecond Class Matter
Fru- pointing 5-3 record for a total of
NEW YORK 414
World Series cf 'em all more Drioles beat the Detroit Tirichest
only .13 wins against 10 losses —
s_and figures:
lev's fanta
If baseball tradition holds gers, 2-0. sad Grady Ilattun's baseyear
this
__. THE IVIIITIICRY PRESS ASSOCIATION
'Ben Hagan is legarded. as just which totals in themselves partial:
clearing triple in the eiehth inn1368
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO..
-"through-. teilli-Saaarinlurra lyaenplalit. the troubles of the Phils Ifue
isbout
ing paced,. the Boston Fed Sox
which
-thumb"
of
"rule
The
h
maaroe. Me nhis.Tenn.: tat Pa.k Ave. New York; 107 N. latchiglin
bers of the golfing fraternity .as and Dodgers this seascn.
to an 8-4 verdict over the Philcent
per
50
than
more
held,
has
eve-. Chicago, 80 Bolyston St., Boston.
the long.
As a vice president
result of his fadeawaY air the reof the time — states that October's adelphia Athletics in the other•
losers on lone shots assoda,SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By carrier in Murray. per week 15c, per cent U. S. Open'but tlattile Shila• time
World Serie% rivals will be in airst American Leagun_ games. eion. I can tell you fel'ow meritthat way
Howie Pullet defeated his former
place on Jai 4 — a stat.on which
in,,nth 65a. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per Year, 113.50 else- Mon doelia'a7
found the
"Just because .• grca, golfer bars that Hialeah has
Indians and Giants now teammates when the Chicago Cubs
the
bath
where, S5.50.
Din'like•'Hogari loses one to'urrirtbnent perfect use for.!a race track.
are mathematically certahri to oc- shaded the St. Louis Cardinals.
Itre reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor you certainly -can't say be is done." ing the- off season, the entire cupy.
7-6. and the Milwatikee.Braves
sr Public Voice items which in our, oplision are not for the • best explains Harmon. "Ben still has a racing strip has been planted in 'The Indians assured themselves swept the Cincinnati Reds, 11-4
no hefting OTT
interest of our readers.
•
lot of great golf in him end he'll vegetables -- there's
of being in first place en Sunday and 2-1. in the other_ National
couple whsj will come in first.
be the man to beat for
night when they opened up a 4l: League games.
Pedbielan's Oppoeitlen 'lough
- •
3ATURDAY, JULY 3, 1944
of years yet whenever he steps an
game lead in the American League
One thing you've got ta say for
a'tournament tee.",
with a 3-2 and 5-4 swap of the
Clarence Bud Podbielan of the
ChicagoWhite Sox Fr!day night
And Claude is a man who al- Cincinnati Reds, he has to have
while the New York Giants were
ways gives the younger crop of tough opposition to be at his best.
also certain of being in first place
stars their just due because the Bud's record is five wias. against When they took a five 8:-me lead
Ha sbeat Brooklyn
winged foot pro helped .start such three loasea
Ledger & Times File
in the National League with a 9-5
corners as Al Mcngert, D!ck May- three out of four, and dawned St.
win over the Pittsburgh Pirates.
.
:
Louts and ,lilvi'aukee. His losses
er and Shelley 31,:yfielef
July 5, 3949 (Holiday)
A World Series bens/Pea the InwinBlacball's afloat itnpor;int
included- a defeat by Fittshurgh
And Qi.iints 11..ways his beeri4diana
ach lent arid - 11- losa to the Manta - before
'A very tiuiet holiday weeknd wai. reported In ligitr"-- ter trade -was tin ane-wh
r4 the ."dream Series"
regai-ded
Rabb!, Thomson tr the nilwaukee they got hot..
because Cleveland and New York
ray and Calloway County. No emergencies were admit- Braves or Johriny Ant aielli and
If the big Purses in hcasc racing
have the largest seating, capacities
ted to the hospital here and the sheriff and state police Den Liddle—and Cne -Calats are give you ideas about owning in their respective leagues. Cleveclose
t
deal
you
thing
the
horses, there's one
lucky 'hat
reported no arrests or wrecks.
land's i'apacity is slightly more
exactly as they de5'.rei.
should know before you rump. It
than 83,000. the Giants' 50.00e.
costs a minimum of e5,000 to keep
- Mayfield went to the cellar spot in the Kitty. League
Toast For Feller
Giants Wanted Bahl
an& train a horse for ane year
The Indians. who opened up their
after losing two games to Fulton.
inwith
ever
hay
ain't
that
and
wanted
otiginallv
The Giants
biggest lead of the season and also
harded fast flatioa.
Funeral ,services for J.' K. Ligon. father of Mrs. Rice Bab • i3utd. the right cf Antonella . Jim Dusty Rhodes, whose pinch, dropped the White Sox into third
ball pitcher, instead
place, had a special toast for Bob
Futrell . of Murray, were held in Wewoka. Okla., last
-what happens` Buhl sail with hitting for the Giants won two Fillet, who finally. crrshed the
this
'Doctgers
the
ilavaukee. has a record of no vie- Dig games from
ttsesday.
-top- 10" among anodern hg league
.
Lire _defer.ts. And week, is notoriously weak against winners, Feller's four hit triump
Mr: Istd Mrs. Max Churchill and children- have. ifs Antorsells has wrn 14 tor the Gi- '-4 curve balls. Playilni in Japan in the Opener gained him the 254during the last off season he th victory of his career._
returned from a visit ta_the Cherry Festival held in. Trp- ants against two defeats.
IlItthday: Todav, Jonhny struck out the first time .rp
if
Early Wynn survived . two late
verse City; Mich.
Pal rer 33 and Buddy Rosar 39: against a Japarese pitcher who Chicago rallies to score his ninth
stuff.
slow
but
nothing
'Mtn
'Tuesday'.
fed
Sunday. Bob Olin 46:
victory in the nightcar and give
Kentucky Dam State Park was officially turned-over Steve O'Neill 63; Wedne4day. Jaz- "I suppose," stormed .1.m. "if I the
Indians a 6-5 seasan's edge
the
even
Alaska
to the state last nigh., by Gordon .Clapp, 'chairman of , zard Charles 33 and Bil'y Herman was playing in
over the White Sox. Lany Doby
Eskimos would pitch m: nothing homered in each game end drove
45.
the TVA.
i Vice Preaident Hurry Bavasi of but slow curves!"
•
in five runs during the double
year old hunter held the Brooklyn Dadgers...is fortunata But use Word. appareatly, . has- header M - spark tge inainns' ofSalyersville, Ky. (UP)___.A
yet
Brooklyn
n't
reached
oferred
pr
his
took
one
no
feesive.
FORMER PRESIDENT Truman's
of a mountain that
ir connection 'with the double
spring bet that Carl- Errkine anri
physician, Dr. Wallace Graham,
peat
the
more
residents
climbed
•Yankees
after
e
The
win
:ouple has been taken. out of Salyersvill
D1211 Newcombe . would
announces to reporters In Kanby
place
second
Sox
into
OhlWhite
games this se..ason than the
sas City, Mo, that Mr. Truman
threatened to mob the local jail.
virture of their, split with the
lies* Robin Roberts and Curt
Is -greatly Improved" Mr. TruWa•bington • Senators. --the world
mons.
man told Dr. Graham, -I'm
ataappidas what:tine aka opener:49 . over the humf. We have this
„Roberts with 11-7 ar.d - -Simmer
---on Yogi Berra's 11th Meant single
thing whipped." (International)
:it 7-8 have won a taill of 1Fler`
—
-.flnd then bowing to Dean Stone.
..,gainst 13 loases Erskiza has
ings
.Stand
7-4, in the nightcap. Trir' victory
be a
,
mark and .Nawcom
TA'Ti Stone's seventh.
Hank Thompson drove in three
By UNITED mass
runs ald Willie Mays aed Whitey
.1•1•Emr•mi.M.P.'
Lockman drove in two each or
the _Giante_____
XTIONAL—L.FMILJE
Pails been Dodgers. 74
.t
SATURDAY
Robin Roberts came fast of, the
W L Pet. Gs
Double Feature Program
st9 23 det
new fort .
ing rally ar.d give thyPailadelphia
"BOMBA AND THE
5
44 28 611
Brooklyn ....
,
Ph:Hies a 74 triumph over th38 30 559 6
JUNGLE GIRL"
Philadelphia
Rant.'
Dodgers. _. Del
Milwaukee ... A 36 IS .367 12', Brooklyn
with Johnny Sheffield
' 34 37 .479 14a, three run homer in Lie Lighth innSt_ sti..%ast..1
and
ing proved decaave fel the Phil- , "WHITE LIGHTNING"
34 38 .47.f 15
Cincin n
25 43 .56.3
Chicago
with Stanley Clements—
. 23 49 _319 26
Pittsburgh
Steve Brodie
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Here Comes The Greatest
Musical Show On Earth

CLIFTON

I

ehteb by HENRY Itairti

COMING Tti-EDAY and WEDNESDAY

•

'ave.'Ended but Fourth of July

Major League
Leaders
By eNrrED PRESS

Yesterdayeaults

Chicago 7 St. Louis 6
New York 9 Pittsburgh 3
Parrtackaphra-7 Broaklyn 6
Milwaukee 11 Cincinnati 1
Mawaukse 2 Cincinnati 1 and

4
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Mop thews 10 Drees where independence was in issue during Wit 12 month penal.

rarEPErafararEi

93 DRIvE..IN

'philosophy gaining every day. The
Illy JOHN f. SEMIOWIR.
Central -African federation continCeram! Press Correapond.rof
status, to
WASHINGTON—American Independence Day—July Fourth-abis ues to demand dominion
Northern and Southern
become -Freedom Day" around the. wcarld. and again an inventory of I include
and so
movements taward self-government during the last 12 months shows Rhodesia an Nyasaland,
Gold Cwt,
r that freedom is on the march, even though the ..amparatively east does the
Some _older and more settled
gains since World War II may have taken up tha slack and the as-parts of the world also figure in
pirants now face harder going,
Chancellor KonCelebrations of the Fourth are scheduled 'thisnear at many points sareectOrras picture.
Adenaiir of West Gen.any
rad
of
in
a
tradition
Denmark.
States.
United
the
of
borders
the
beyond
set 1914 al the year of Indy.
41 celebrations honoring the United States on its birthday, will stage .has
of non-Red Germany. In
penitence
Aalborg.
at
year
another this
England itself there is a moveYesterday's Roaults
A areath will be laid on the Marquis' de Lafayette's tomb "in Paris.
ment by the Welsh to get the
The British, having swallowed iny bitterness sternmink_from the unYork 6 Wash 5 1st. 11 inn.
New
status as Scotland.
pleasantness of the first Fourth, will hold a celebration. too: OttieT same
Washinat. n 7 ..,;(1%14' York 4,. 2nd.
- • • •)•"'
Havana.
and
Karachi.
Tokyo,
ceremonies are scheduled in Rome,
at-EVEN the United Slates itself laatan P PhiladelphiaOnly one newcomer to the
Baltimore 2. Dernrit 0
conat
one
least
in
has
figured
independ;
„proposed
at
whens
and
society of free Itatronsa-Laos on
• troversy. When Indta at the Cleielanel 3 Chicago 2 1st
.
the Indo-Chinese peninsula and ence.
inown
United Nations chaltenged the fist. Cleveland 5 Chicago 4 and
its
achieved
which
India,
close neighbor of strife-torn Viet!
ago,
of Puerto Rico by the U. S. as
ing
yeata
s
seven
'
just
loday
Naan—was able to make a fairly dependence
plenty of growing pains_ a gaff -"governing country, Chief Chrcagrr at Clesi-land. mod
clean break for indepenaence dur- still has
in addition to Eastern Pakistan, United States Delegate Henry beti0it
ing the last 12 months.
Kashmir at the" very northern Cabot Lodge announced that ire. Warillineton at New Yofka bight'
"'The French signed a treaty with freak of the country showed signs was authorized by the President
•
P
P- ':
to say that if Puerto Rico -ever
Laos last Oct. 22. which be- of, wanting to go it alone.
• • •'
Tomorrow's Games
come* the "July Fourth" there
demanded independence it wal get •
France also has announced that
THE KASHMIR- assemble. how- it:
Chicago at Cleveland
Not all the trenas are toward Detroit at Batirrenre
it will give independence this year ever, finally voted this yeat'to stick
be
to
yet
is
it
but
Cambodia,
Denmark
,
to
with India, and to beccime like the independence however.
Waohinenr at New York
consummated. Viet Nam apparent• new state of Andhra,on the west has announsed that Greenland-no
soonindependence
for
an
antety is slated
coast of the Bas' of Bengal, ad in- longer is a colony but Is
er or later, but-all is in confusion lergral part of the Indian state. gra' part Of the hjngdom. Britain
war.
of
because
there now
India likewise ,as quelled a move has denied dominion rule to Malta.
• • •
Nor has the path of freedom
toward freedom by the Assam
year,
THE °NIA- complete newcomer tribes at the far eastern extremi- been completely
an
Is
seAootn4an
The Anglo-Egypti
among the aspirants to freedom ty above Burma.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
during the year is Eastern rai[4- 'The ,Britis:i. Dutch and rrenct moving toward its final decisiana"
to
nain
in
whether
two
years
lodeDouble Feature
cantinue
spawning
emiires
.e"ttr71
fat
fhe
at
sten. situated
Rod Cameron in
tip of India erk the BAY of Bengal. pendence movements 61 one kind Egypt or .go it alone. Fyne is
which has announced that the lack ar •.asiother. Apparently echoing struggling to operate a new con"SAN ANTONE"
Ina unrest in Indo-China, French Als stitution.
of • corridor over the tap of
Plus
tiny Mallive, islands of:
agai
usucin
The
makes
independence
-,contains
oper
eerie
Pakistan•aerf
to
Johnny Weismuller
in.
in
Ceylon,
1952
achieved
having
which
Netherlands,
The
impractical.
tenon.
with it
in "KILLER APE::
Dutch Guiana and -the deperidenie and boasted of being
However, if the tidal wave premised
-- without
be
a
nation
force
a
police
Dec.
of
as
independence
Antilles
toward independence a Inch surged
SUNDAY & MONDAY
1942. when -the Netherlands Cause it never had bed ,"a crime of
forward after the end of the war 7,
"ANGELS IN THE
the goverment still was in wartime passion" in its history and had
has slowed down somewhat,
barmyl both alcohol and tobacco,
working out the details.
OUTFIELD"
general world - wide ferment of exile. is
The British empire ((mantic; as late last aiitiunn experienced a starring Paul Douglas and
freedom seems as ar time as ever 1
freedom'. frontiers,
revolution..It was bloodless,' how•
Janet Leirrh
woole sections of the globe ate one of
d
••
r
in
erntriailed

IN A LITTLE BIT OF

SS"
"MONKEY BUSINE
T
THE FUNNIES PICTURE
OF THE YEAR!

Century Fox presents
CARY-GRANT• GINGER ROCERS

20th

CHARLES COBURN
MARILYN MONROE
in HOWARD HAWKS'

a4

'MONKEY BUSINESS"

WRIE/WIETE/M

•
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THE REGULAR ANNUAL MEMBERS MEETING OF

Games

West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperatile Corporation
Will Be Held This Year With The

Annual Meeting of the Calloway Coufity Farm Bureau
on Saturday.July ]Oth--From 10 A. TB 3:30 P. M.

MARSHALL CO.
Drive-In Theatre

_

";•--

CARYAND
GRANT
MARILYN MONROE

Today's Games

Marti a Sanas IIHODENA
1111104JANALAND
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— NATIONAL LEAGI'E —
H Pet.
la AB
N'arayer & Club
'
69 271 521m 373
&alder. Balsas
;1 282 47 100 3514
Muellea N Y
es8 265 42 92 347
Hamner Phila.
SATURDAY ONLY
Brooklyn at Plidadelph:a, night
— AMERICAN LEAGY-E, —
"FORT Tr
G AR R 11 Pet,
New York at Pataburgh
Player & Club
in technicolor
via
91
226
48
'59
Cincinnati at Mlwaukee n.ght •
Cleve.
Avila,
Montgomery
with George
60 208 33 70
St Loui4 at C'
Rosen. Cleve.
(Busby, Wash • 70 300 43 97
and Joan Vohs
Tomorrow's Games
HOME RUNS- \halal Cards 26:,
Brooklyn at Philadelphia
SATURDAY MIDNITE
Mays. Giants 24. Sauer, Cubs 23
New York at Pittsburgh, 2 games
M.
BATTED INRUNS
SHOW
Cincinnati at Milwaukee
Cards 76, Jablonski, Cards 64, Sin
Bing Crosby and Jane
St. Louis at Chicago. 2 games
der, Dodgers 64; Minoso,,•White
Wyman in
Sox
"JUST FOR YOU"
Caaranals 67.
RUNS. Musirl,
in technicolor
A11ERICAN 1_,E1CUE
Schoendienst, Cards. 63; Minos°.
w L Pet. GB White Sox 62,
SUNDAY and MONDAY
50 22 .691
-Cleveland ...
HITS: Schoendienst. CardinalAlan Ladd in
47 28 d27 4a. 106; Snider. Dodgers 101: Bell. Red,
New York ..
"PARATROOPER"
46 29 d22 5
Chicago
HIV Mueller, Giants 100: Jabion38 444 17'S ski, Cards 100.
Deli oain technicolor
:,0 41 423 19.
Washiligton
co-starring Leo Genn
PITCHING: Wilson, Braves 5-0,
28 42 .400 21
Philadelphia .
Reynolds, Yankees 9-1; st0,,
1•8 44 .389 22
Baltimore
Senators 7-1.
26 43 .37;
,
Bo.ton

r

„,.
401

DRIVE-IN

•

-

Debra PAGET
Robert WAGNER
Ruth HUSSEY

TRI-CITY

Celebration Finds Trend Still Upward
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Read Today's Classified.s.--
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Major League

Era.:of 'Easy' Gains for lndependenc
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SUNDAY AND MONDAY

Truman Improved
•

Five Years Ago Today
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RAS

Free lunch will be served from 12 noon until 1:30' p. tn., and entertainment will be
furnished throughout the day.
attend
All members of the West Ky. Rural Electric Cooperative Corp. are urged to
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THE LEDGER AND T131113,!JIMMY. EENTUCE7

Aq.!Ora,
1=1ININI

Rut- for the Man wbd ance war
called "Britain's gr,eatest
traveling salesman," who charn ed men
and nations and left a trail of
quiakened fenilnine he:.rf
beats
around the world, his birthd ay was
a quiet one.

AmeaTein TorTh7
1.72uchess -2- "the
woman I love."
Birthday greetings flooded into
the home which he and the duchess have taken on the Route
Champs
D'Entrainement
Paris'
smartest section on the rorth side
The Duke of Windsor ape it the of the Bois de Boulogne
A Wandering Life
day sunning himself in bi-. as Arden.
But it was a far cry from the.
At his .place at the ans ikfast
- arry'rice t:narmirag table was a birthday
gift froan his quiet family Latherings at Rockingham Palace before, as Edward

Read Today's Classifieds --Diike Now 60
Still Snappy
'SLURS' BRING PARTY GUNFIRE
Dresser !A r
-

PARIS l
is 60.

•

-•
.

1.111111111116‘.0
1
3111
0

PAGE THREE
VIII, he quit the throne for the
former Wallis Warfield Simpson
and entered a life of ayandering.
It was a far cry, tqo, from a day
in March, 1925.
On that day he still was the
"King's first ambassador" and he
was departing on another of the
tours which as Britain's ambassador of good wall. cartaed hire
around the world.
A royal marine band played,

"The Girl I Left Ilehinra Me, '
the London Times remr.irked:
"Millions of his fellow subjects
in these isles will miss him as-the
sauae piquante of %ix* national
life."
Today; the. closest physically .to
him among his relatives was .the
Duke of Edinburgh, huband of
Queen Elizabeth II.
The Duke was in Paris but appeared to have ignored Windsor's

biranday.
Shunned By Nephew
The British embassy said it was
"not on his. program" to call on .
his uncle.
Edinburgh watched an air show,
lunched with Marshal Alphonse ,
Juin and planted three commemorative frbes at an officers' garden
party at Fontainbleau headquartars
of tate Central European Command._

PRIMER FOR AMERICANS

•

•

oti live in the United ttatea_cif America. You are an
American.
Real Americans like their country. They are prouil otit.'They
think it is a good place to live. And they want to keep it food
-to keep it getting better all the time.
Why is America the way it is? What makes it a good place
to live? The answer is simply this:
Throughout our history most Americans have believed
that every person has certain rights and duties and responsibilities.
Americans have believed that there are certain things peorle
should 4o, and things they should not do.
•
They have also believed in certain things that people axe,
and are not.
These things that people believe are called principles. This
bode Is an attempt to state(he Principles of America in simple,
primer fashion so that you can understand them, learn them,
and remember them.
This is imfostant. It was because earlier Americans believed
in these principles and guttled their lives by them,that America
has grown to be the good place it is.
If all of us learn and remember these principles-if we also
guide our lives by them-then we can help to keep America
growing better, and better, and better.
And if we follow these Principles of America, we can help
make the world a bester place to live in, too.

y

Edward Neely in police car after

arrest as

gun wielder.
..

Barbara

Willett-gave party.

Stunt min &Dim-bullet

victim.

A

PARTY CONVERSATION in Los Angeles wound up with one Than
being shot at seven times and struck and ieriously wounded by
two bullets. Edward Neely, brother-in-law of heiress Barbara
Clampitt, who gave the party. a as arrested in the shooting of
movie atunt man Philip Miura 49. He said Alhm made slurring
remarks about his sister-in-law, about his home state of Texas,
and about Senator Joseph McCarthy. It was a one-thing-led-toanother fracas, Neely said.
(fe(ernatioAal Soundphotos)

The Principles of America are these ...
1. Each Person is of Importance and Vlue as an
Individual.
This is the cornerstone ... the foundation of all our other beliefs in
a person's nghi to Ilse his own life, tarspeak for himself, to choose
and change his leaders.
From it comes our hatred of those "isms" under which the individual has no value or importance as a-person. but is only one of
many unimportant people who have to live the way their leaders
tell them to.

ABANDON PROVINCE TO THE REDS
HZ/ /WU

CHINA

Y•n Roy/
0.nhlop
P hulk.

Coming directly from that first principle are two others that
are also part of the foundation of Americanism.

oncoy
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AWA/4 HANOI
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2. We Believe that All Men shouldEnjoy Personal Freedom.
3. We Believe that All Men are Created Equal.

Hoidwong

isA101$01.4
Gwil el Tonkin

It is worth noting that the Declaration of Independence expressed
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Americans have always believed that competition among individuals or groups encourages greater effort which in turn brings
greater benefits to all. ,
.,
. .

34. Cooperation among Individuals is Vital.
has said: "The fnaeaarn to compete vigorously accompanied by a readiness to cooperate wholeheartedly for
: the perfurmance or confnunity and natibaal Tanctions, together
' make our system the mosrproductive on earth."
PRESIDENT EISENHOWER

Principles of Individual Responsibility .
Preedom for individuals carries with it an equal responsibility
to use that freedom wisely.Icwe wish to remain free, we must

- faithfully =ibis tespcttlsibitity.
,
-. . '
35. The Individual is itesponsible for himself and
his Family.

In our Constitution, and in other laws of our land, there are
set down principles to protect the rights and freedoms and
equality of individuals.

Your right to suing ;oar arms stops where the other klloa's nose
starts.

He must give of his best to his community, his chitch,his elliploYer,
his union, and to every group in which individuals cooperate for
their mutual benefit.

23. The Rights of any Individual shall not Interfere With the Welfare of the People.
Freedom of speech does not give the individual the right tbashout
"tire" in a crowded-theatre.

24. Every Individual owes Obed...:,g_le to the Laws
under which he Lives:
The individual has the right to talk against a law, to work and vote
to change that law, but NOT to chaobey that law.

EP
Principks that are Patterns of Behavior .
Many of our principles of individual freedom and equality are
guaranteed to us by law. But we have other beliefs, other general ruleVof action and conduct that have grown to the status
of prindples. And these too, are foundations of Americanism.

25. A Man shall be Judged by his Own ird.
A man's family background, his race or his religion, is noillsi important as what that man himself can do, for Arneraans believe a
man must stand on his own feet.

26. A Man is Free to Athieve as much as he can.
We believe that where an!i boy may become President, where any
man may achieve greatness, there is the greatest incentive for es-cry
man to do his best.

6. The Right to Freedom of Worship.
Not only is the individual free to worship as he will, but religions
themselves are free and equal.

27. To Achieve anything, a Man should be Willing to Work.

7:The Rightio Security of Person and Property.

Americans have always known that "you don't get something for
nothing," that to get anything talt.F; a willingness to work.-

Not just one, but three Amendments to the Constitution (4th, 5th
. and 14-th) protect against illegal search and seizure, or loss of life,
liberty, or property, without "due process of lay."
•

.28. Achievement also.Depends.upon the Ability to
'do a Good Job.

8;The Right to Equal Protection before the Law.
As individuals are equally important, so ,
12eWS must apply equally to
all, without special privileges for any group.
Al-

9. The Right to Freedom from Slavery.
This includes "the right ao quit," for no Individual may beforced to
work for another.

10. The Right to Petition the Government.
The right of the indisidual to "pctitipn the government for redress
of grievances" is evidence of the American belief that government
is the servant, riot the master, of the people.
-

11. The Right to Vote for people of your choice.
-This is the individual's most potent weapon in the protectloh of his
rights and freedoms ... a weapon that to be effective must be constantly and wisely used.
ACTOR Fred Macaturray and nett-es:a June Haver, who once quit a
11,500-4-week film career to become a huh and then returned to
Itallywood eevcral months later, are shown after marriage in
(international Soundphoto)
an Ojai, Calif., inn,

1
33. Fair and Free Competition is a Good Thing.

36. The Individual has Responsibilitito the
Groups of which he is a Part.

MacMURRAY, JUNE AT MARRIAGE

•

and independent individuals get along with each other without
losing,their independence.

22. The Rights of any Individual shall not Interfere with those of Other Individuals.

As we believe in the right of individual action, so we believe that
individuals should be free to act taacther.

SA,C.ON

20: Every Man is entitled to Freedom and Equalit)
of Opportunity.
21. Every Man may Earn his Living When,Where,
and How he wants to.

32. Each Individual must Deal Fairly with others.
• " Honesty, fairness, and personal integrity are virtues that help free

That would be equality without freedom. Americans have always
believed the two should go together.

5. The Right to Freedom of Assembly.
si

There are other, similar rights of individual action which art
Principles of America, but all of these individual rights ma)
be combined in these two broad principles...

We Wiese that no one should stars, br he without adequate cloth.
.ing and shelter, so those who have more than their basic needs share
the responsibility of providing the essentials of security for those
who need help.

Principles of individual freedom sometimes clash with those
of individual equality. Therefore our rights as individuals must
be limited, and thoselimitations are themselve4'principles.

This includes freedom of the press, of radio, of motion pictures, of
every means by which man may express his thoughts.

G

12. The Right to a Good Education.
13. The Right to Live where he pleases.
14,, The Right to Work where he wants to.
15. The Right to Belong to an Orga1i7ation.
16. The Right to Owtt Property.
17. The Right to Start his Own Business.
18. The Right to Manage his Own Affairs.
19. The Right-to Make a Profit or to Fail, depend.
ing on his Own Ability.

the belief that "all men are created equal." It did not state or imply
a belief that men dcielop equally or have equal ability, or that they
should ever be forced to an exact equality of thotriiht, speech or
material possessions.

4. The Right to Freedom of Speech.
- -I
wile to
7 it
Phuly 13) l ceni.auad effort to guard the•Hanm-Halphong railroad. Diplomatic reports were to the effect that
a. cease Ore In Indochina might
be evolved with the French giving up all Vietnam (4), except
the big port of Saigon (5).

Other Principles hold that every man has .7

31. When an Individual cannot -Provide his own
'Security,the Responsibility should be Assumedby Others.

.Add to "willingness to wofk" the ahilay to produce results and the
combination is the basis for most indisithial:4iestment in our
country.

29. Every Man has the Right to a Fair Share of
the Results of his Work and his Ability.
Because of this belief, America has not only produced more- goods,
but they have been more fairly and more atidely shared by more
• people than in soy other country.

30. Security is the Ability of a Man to Provide for
himself.
The only true security for any individual is the opportunity, the

He must protect them and provide for their present and future
well-being.

37. The Individual has Responsibilities to his
Country.
He must be an active citizen, interesting himself in local, state, and
national govarnment, voting wisely, thinking and speaking and
acting to preserve and strengthen freedom, equality and opportunity
for every individual.

38. The Individual has Responsibilities.to the
World.
Man's horizons have expanded. What happens in the world affEcts
him, and his actions can affect the world. Today, therefore, each man
has a responsibility to act-and to encourage his country to act-so
that freedom and cooperation will be encouraged among the people
and the nations of the world.

For America's Future
Most of us have faith in our country's ability to move forward,
to improve, to grow, to provide more and more individuals
with more and more ofeverything they want and need in life...
If we, the people of the United States, want to have more
material benefits, we.tr ust believe in and follow these two
principles: •

39. The only way we can Have More is to Produce
More; and.
40. As we Produce More, we must -make it possible for M6re and More People to EnjOy.that
which we Produce.
If we, the people of the United States, want to have a better
life, spiritually s well as materially.

4.1. Vd4
c muststand firmlyfor our Beliefs,Our Rights,
our Principles.
There are those who would chip away our confidence so that
their special brand of tyranny might creep into America. They
must not succeed. So,let us ask of every plan, or act, or idea...

Is it With or Against the Principles of America?

Printed as a Public Service by

The Ledger & Times

ability, and the determination to work and plan and save for kes own
present and future. Self-reliance is vital to individual independence
and personal freedom. No man can be "proud and talc?" who depends on others for his security.
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It'll Be Indians Vs. Giants
Today's Sport Parade If Traditioh Holds True

THE LEDGER & TIMES
PUBLISHED BY LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY. Iwo
Cuus et.ticin of the Muiray Ledger, The Calloway Tnr.es, ane Th.
tmes-Hereld October 20, 192S, and the West Kentutkian January
• I, 1942

1

Murray Drive-In Theatre
Highway Junction 641 and 121

•

By FRED DOWN
e Coleman spun a th -ee hitter
Joe
lies
United Press Sports Writer
Cleveland Indians op- for his second shutout and niott)
the
be
It'll
as
ssion
Et .t.lt ti at the Post Office. Murray, Kentucky, for transre.
posing the New York Giants in the victory of the season as the BathSecond Class Matter
Fearless Fra- pointing 5-3 record for o total of
,NEW YORK a
World Series .0 'em all more Orioles beat the Detroit Ti-,
richest
only 13 wins _against 10 losses ley's.facta and figures:
if baseball tradition holds gers, 2-0. and Grady Hutton's baseyear
this
THE K114113CKT PRESS ASSOCIATION
Ben .1-Linen is tegarded s•as- lust which totals in themselves partial- true.
clearing triple in theo..eittith inn1318
N
CO.,
REPRESENTATIVES: WALL.ACE WITMER
**through" by mary men- 1Y explain the troubles of the Phils
about
ing paced the Boston Fed Sox
which
-thumb"
of
"rule
The
Mee-aphis. Tenn.. 250 Pa.k Ave New York; 307 N MiclaigEti
a,'
Mars nf the golfmg fraternity as and Dodgers this secn. has held more than 50 per cent 'to an 8-4 verdict over the Phil4,••• e'ineago, 80 Bolyston St. Boston.
long
the
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president
vie*
As a
'- result of his fadeaway in the reof the time - states tha, October's adelphia Athletics in the other •
cn long shots associa41:11SCRIPTION RATES: By carrier in Murray. per week 15e. per cent U. S. Open but 1...aUde Sist• time loSeis
World Series sivals will be in tirst American League games.
martion. 1 can .tell you fenow
Howie Pellet defeated his twiner
in ion 45,-. In Calloway and adjoining counties, ppr year, *3.50 else. mon doesn': ser st than...way
place on Jelly 4 - a stat.on•Whick
"Just because a grc-o golfer bers that Hialeah has found the both the Indians and Giants now teammates when the Chicago Cubs
where, UM.
like Hogan loses one tournament perfect use lair a race track. Dur- are mathematically certa!ii to oc- shaded the St. Louis Cardinals.
We ream; the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to th• Editor you certainly can't say he is done," ing the off season, the enti4 cupy.
7-6, and the Milwaukee.Braves
Sr Mitotic Voice items which in our opinion are zunt--for the best explains Harmon.-Ben- still has :i racing strip has been planted in
assured therilSelves swept the Cincinnati Reds, 11-4
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no betting on
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what
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Pedbielan's-OppealtIen Tough
of years yet whenevene h steps an
game lead in the American League
One thing you've got to say /or
a., tout nament tee:*
with a 3-2 and 5-4 sweep of the
Clarence Bud Podbielan of the
Chicago White Sox Friday night
And Claude is a man who al- Cincinnati Reds, he has to have
while the New York Giants were
ways gives the younger crop of tough opposition_ to be at his best.
also certain of being in first place
stars their just due because the Bud's record is five wins against
when they took a live e,. me lead
winged foot pro helped start such three losses. Hi abeat Biooklyn
Ledger & Times File
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MayDick
St.
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and
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three out of four,
win over the Pitt.dturgh Pirates.
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deal
thing
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horses.
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. land's ...apathy is slightly more
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should know before you iumn. li
than 85.000. the Giants' 30.000.
costs a minimum of $5,000 to keepMayfield went to the cellar spot in the Kitty League
feast Fee Feller
'
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and train a horse for che year,
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after losing two games to Fulton.
inwith
ever
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that
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,
otiginalle
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The Gi:
biggest lead of the sailor. and also
right harded fast Dation.
dropped the White Sox into third
Funeral services for J. K. Ligon.. father of Mrs. Rice Bob Buhl. the
pinch
whose
Rhodes.
Dusty
Jim
ball piteher. instead of Antonelli.
place, had a special toast for Bb
'Futrell of Murray, were held in Wewoka. Okla., last So what happens' Buhl still with hitting for the Giants won two
Fellen who finally croshed ,
tits*
Dodgers
the
-1411waukee.has a reciifff-Of ITO ele- big games from
Tuesday.
• -top 10" among modern 'cg league
. tones against five defeats. An1 week, is notoriously wie‘k atairist winhers. Feller's fur hit triumph
.
141r.• and Mrs. Max Churchill and children have )ust Antanella h3s Win '11' for* the-C1- Slow korve balls. Playinit in Japan i
gained. the 254e pe
he
season
off
last
the
&ming
defeats.
two
against
th victory of his career.
returned from a visit to the Cherry Festival held in Tra- ant's
Hippy Birthday: Today, Jonhny struck out the first time o p , Early Wynn Survived two late
ho
verse City, Mich.
pitcher.
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a
against
39;
Rotar
Buddy
jPalrer 36- and
rallies to score his ninth
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victory, in, the oightear and give
. r SUnday. Bob 113;
Jim.
Kentucky Dam State Park was officially turned c;
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suppose,
Wednesday. El;
Steve O'Neill
Indiana a 6-S -ed.sen's edge
to the state last night by 'Gordon Clapp, chairman of zard Charles 33 and Bil'y Herman was playing in Alaska even the over the, White, Sox. Lana. Doby
Eskimos would pitch m: nothing homerect in each game end drove
the T.Y.A.
'slow curves!"
Vice President Barry BawaSi of but ..
rt five runs during the double
But the word. apparen',1y, has- header to spark the Indians' ofBrooklyn Dodgers is fnrtunata
Salyersville, Ky. (CP)—A 19 y.ear old hunter held
that no one took his •Profertnal nt recria-eff Brenktyn yet
fensive.
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more
Salyersville
The
of
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out
Newcombe would
Ample has been taken
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be
Ph:Iinto
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Sox
White
games this seasOn than the
sas City, Mo., that Mr. Truman
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voture of their - split with the
Tru, Robin Roberts and Dint Sino
li...
Is "greatly Improved."
Senators, the world
Washington
re • man told Dr. Graham, "I'm
.o....rnpinna winning ,i/se- opener.44
.It oerts with 11-7 and Simmc:
over the fitunri. We have thts
Yogi Berra's 11th inning single
• 7-6 have wan a total of 114
thing whipped." (International)
- oid then bowing to Dean Stone.
• .st 13 losses Erskinn has
17-4. M the nightcap. Th• victory
ark and Newcombe' disanwas Stone's seventh.
Hank Thompson - drove in three
By VNTIMED PRESS
runs and Willie Mays and Whitey
Lockman drove in .two each for
the Giants.
N4T1054.Al. LEAM 'EPliai Best Dodgers. 74
SATURDAY
ar L Pet. Ga Robin Roberts came nu; of the
Double Feature Program
.bullpen to chokc .off a ninllpinn49 23 68t
New York
"BOMBA ANQ THE
*20 64
ifineallmoVatkldelehia
Breinletyle
Phillies a 7-6 triumph over try
38 30 559 9
Philadelphia
JUNGLE GIRL"
'Dodgerie .Dot- Earth'
36 15 .507 12,, Brooklyn
Milwaukee
with Johnny Sheffield
34 37 479 14,, three run homer' in t.:.e eighth innSt. Lours.
and
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Today's Games
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Hamner, Phila.
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Brooklyh at Philadelphia, night
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New York at Pltsburgh
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in technicolor
Cincinnati at Milwaukee Mght•
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Avila, Cleve.
Montgomery
60 206 33 70 .13- with George
St. Louis at Chico.go
Rosen. Cleve.
and Joan Vohs
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Busby, Wash
Tomorrow's
RUNS- Sfusial Cards 211.
Brooklyn at Philadelphia
SATURDAY MIDNITE
Giants 24. Sauer, Cubs 23.
MarY.5.
•
New York at Pittsburgh, 2 gamesBATTED IN' MuiiI
RUNS
SHOW
Cincinhati at Milwaukee
Cards, 76. Jablonski. Cards 6-4; SpiBing Crosby and Jane
Mop shows 10 mess whore independence was in Hive during .it 12 month p•ried.
St. Louis .at Chicago. 2 games
der. Dodgers 64; MinitsoneWhite
Wyman in
lphilosophy ga.ning every day. The
Box 63.
Sy JOHN F. SEMSOWER
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Cardinals 67,
Central African federation continRUNS: Mu,siol,
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• WASHINGTON-American Independence Day-July Fourth-has
W L Pet.. GB White Sox 62.•
Northern and Southern...,
become -Freedom Day" around the world, and again an inventory of 'include ',
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50, 22 .694
and Ito Cleveland ....
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movements toward self-government during the last 12 months shows Rhodesia kand Nyasaland,
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that freedom is on the march, even though the cimparatively easy
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Some older and more settled Chicago
100: Mueller, Giants 100: Jablongains since World War II may have taken up the slack and-the as. II 38 .441, 17', ski. Cards 100,
parts of the world also figure in Detroit
in technicolor
wants now face harder going.
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Celebrations of the Fourth are scheduled this year at many points freedom's picture.
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Here Comes The Greatest
Musical Show On Earth

Truman Improved
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Debra PAGET
Robert WAGNER
Ruth HUSSEY
wand ay KART KOS TEA
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Era of 'Easy' Gains for Independence
May Have Ended but Fourth of duly
Celebration Finds Trend Still Upward
- .,
. . .,. . .-.

CliiTON

DRIVE-IN

Major I.eague
Leaders
By

$1,-,

Games
.
.

CARY GRANT
• RILYN MON ROE

ware/aim/atm
95 DRIVE-IN

IN

A

LITTLE BIT OF

Hosat

20th Century ox presents

CARY GRANT GINGER ROGERS
CHARLES COBURN
MARILYN MONROE
in HOWARD HAWKS'
'MONKEY BUSINESS"

1-2_12/F12/212/2

THE REGULAR ANNUAL MEMBERS MEETING OF

1oday's Games

West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation

—
Tomarrow's Games •

Will Be Held This Year With The

Annual Meeting of the Calloway County Farm Bureau
on Saturday,July]Oih--From 10 A.M.Til 3:30 P. M.

MARSHALL CO.
Drive-In Theatre

I

Free lunch will be served from 12 noon until 1:30 p. m., and entertainment will be
furnished throughout the day.
All members of the West Ky. Rural Electric CooperaXive Corp. are urgcd to attend
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But for the man who once was American born duchess - "the
vm, he quit the throne for the "The Girl-I Left lisnind Me," and birthday.
called "Britain's greatest travel- woman I love."
former Wallis Warfield Simpson the London -Times rem:irked:
ing salesman," who charts *I men
--Skinned By Nephew
Birthday greetings flooded

Read Today's Classifieds Duke Now 60
J/wwww, Still Snappy
'SLURS' BRING PARTY GUNFIRE
Dresser. tier
PARIS
is 60.

TflI

Maga

and .nations and left a trail of
quickened feminine hesrt
brats
around the world, his birhd ay was
a quiet one. • .,

The Duke of Windsor spe it the
day sunning himself in
iaarden.
At his pia s- e at the bras ikfast
Ifs - sass'nce unarming table was
a birthday gift froan his

into
the home which he Ind the duchess have _taken on the Ratite
Champs
D'Entrainement
Parry
smartest section on the rorth side
of the Bois de Boulognr•
A Wandering Lftr
But it was-a far cry frlilit the
quiet family rathesings at Buckingham Palace before, ss Edward

and entered a life of wandering.
It was a far 'cry, too, from a day
in March, 1925.
On that day he still was the
"King's first ambassador." and he
svos departing on another of the
tours which as Britain's ambassador- of good will. catased tura
around the world.
A royal marine band played,

"Millions of his fellow subjects
in these isles will miss him as the
sause piquante of our :national
life."
•
Today; the closest physically to
him among his relatives was the
Duke of Edinburgh,- huband of
Queen Elizabeth 11.
The Duke was in Parts but appeared to have ignored Windsor's

Barbara Clampitt-gave party.

Stunt man Alhin-bullet stetirn.

PARTY CONVERSATION in Los Angeles wound up with one man
being shot at .seven_ times and struck and seriously wounded by
two bullets. Edward Neely, brother-in-law of heiress Barbara
Clampttt, who gave 'the party, was arrested In the shooting of
movie stunt man Phillip Allan, 49. He said Attire made slurring
remarks about ht sister-In-law, about his home state of Texas,
and about Senator Joseph McCarthy. It was a one-thing-led-toanother fracas, Neely said.
Onternational Soundphotoa

The Principles of America are these .
1. Each Person is of Importance and Value as an
Individual.
This is the cornerstone
the foundation of all our other beliefs in
a person's right to live his own life, to speak for himself, to choose
and change his leaders.
•
From it comes our hatred of those "isms" under whic,,,h the individual has no value or importens•e wi a person. but is only ore of
many unimportant people who have to lise the way their leaders
tell them to.

ABANDON PROVINCE TO THE REDS
If/ 17
/7
/11/'

CHINA
Montag

Coming directly from that first principle are two others that
are also part of the foundation of Americanism.

2. We Believe that. All Men should Enjoy Personal Freedom.
3. We Believe that All Men are Created Equal.
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12. The Right to a Good Education.
13. The Right to Live where he pleases.
VI. The Righl to Work where he wants to.
15. The Rightto Belong to an Organization.
16. The Right to Owti Property.
17. The Right to Start his Own Business.
18. The Right to Manage his Own Affairs.
19. The Rightlo Make a Profit or to Fail, depend.
ing on his Own Ability.

'

We believe that no one should starve, Or be without adequate clothing and shelter, so those who have more than their basic needs share
the responsibility of providing the essentials of security for those
who need help.

-32. Each Individual must Deal Fairly with others.
Honesty, fairness, and personal'integrity are virtues that help free
and independent individuals get along with each other without
losing their independence.

33. Fair and Free Competition
is a Good Thing.
.
Americans have always believed that competition among'indi.
viduals or groups encourages greater effort which in turn brings
greater benefits to all..
• •.

There are other, similar rights of individual action which are
Principles of America, but all of these individual rights ma,
be combined in these two broad principles

34. Cooperation among Individuals is Vital.
- PRESIDENT EISENFION.VER has said: "The free:Lim to compete vigor-

20. Every Man is entitled to Freedom and Equality
of Opportunity.
Man may Earn his Living When,Where,•
Every
21.
and How he wants to.

Principles of Individual Responsibility .

There are also Limiting Pz;nciples .

ously accompanied by a readiciess to:cooperate wholeheartedly for
the performance of corgrnunity and statitaLd Titrations, together
make our system the moss productive on earth."

Freedom for individuats-ca
- rries with it an equal responsibility
to use that freedom wisely.If we wish to remain free, we must
faithfully fulfill this respo4sibility. 1
•'

35. The Individual is Responsible for himself and
his Family.

Principles of individual freedom sometimes clash with those
of individual equality. Therefore our rights as individuals must
be limited, and those limitations are themselves principles.

That would be equality without freedom. Americans have always
believed the two should go together.

22. The Rights of any Individual shall not'Interfere with those of Other Individuals.

In our Constitution, and in other laws of our land, there are
set down principles to protect the rights and freedoms and
equality of individuals.

36. The Individual has Responsibilities to the
Groups of which he is a Part.

Your right to swing your arms stops *hem the carer feliow's nose
starts.

He mini give of his best to his community, his chirch, his employer,

5. The Right to Freedom of Assembly.
As we believe in the right of individual action, so we believe tat
individuals should be free to act together.

23. The Rights of any Individual shall not Interfere with the Welfare,of the People.
freedom of speech does not give the individual the right to...shout
"tire" in a crowded theatre.

He must protect them and provide for their present and future
well-being.

his union, and to every group in which individuals cooperate fur
their mutual benefit.

37. The Individual has Responsibilities to his
Country.
He must be an active citizen, interesting himself in local, state, and
national govs-rnment, voting wisely, thinking and speaking and
acting to preserve and strengthen freedom,equality and opportunity
'for every individual.

24. Every Individual owes Obed;.:..ce lathe Laws
. under which he Lives.
The individual has the right to talk against a law, to work and vote
to change that law, but NOT to disobey that law.

INDOCHINA I

--38. The Individual has Responsibilities to the
World.
Man's horizons have expanded. What happens in the world affects
hirn„and bisections can affect the world. Today,therefore, each man
has a responsibility to act-and to encourage his country: to act-so
that freedom and cooperation will be encouraged among the people
and the nations of the world.

Principles that are Patterns of Behavior ..

MacMURRAY, JUNE AT MARRIAGE

Many of our principles of individual freedom and equality are
guaranteed to us by law. But we have other beliefs, other generat rules of action and conduct that have grown to the status
of principles. And these too, are foundations of Americanism.

25. A Man shall be Judged by his Own Record.
A man's family background, his race or his religion, is not as important as What that man :himself can do, for Amensans believe a
man must stand on his own feet

26. A Man is Free to Achieve as much as he can.
We believe that where any boy may become President where any
man may achieve greatness, there is the greatest incentive for every
man to do his best.

6. The Right to Freedom of Worship.

.

Not only is the individual free ter' worship as he will, but religions
themselves ample and equal.

27. To Achieve anything, a./4an should be Willing to Work.
Americans have always known that "you don't get something for'
nothing." that to get anything takes a willingness to work.

7. The I;S,iglit to Security of Person and Property.
No
one, but three Amendments to the Constitution (4th, 5th
,ad 14th) protect against illegal search and seizure, or loss of life,
- liberty, or property, without "due process of law."

8. The Right to Equal Protection before the Law.

28. Achievexnent also Depends upon the Ability.to
do a Good Job.
Add to "willingness to work" the ability to produce results and the

9. The Right to Freedom from Slavery.
This includes "the right Jo quit," for no Individual mat)" beforced to
work for another.

For America's Future
Most of us have faith in our country's ability to move forward,
to improve, to grow, to provide more and more individuals
with more and More of CS erything they want and need in life..
If we, the people of the United States, want to have more
material benetits, we ir Ust believe in and follow these two
principles:

39. The only way we can Have More is to Produce
More; and
40. As-we Produce More, we must make it possible for More and. More -People to Enjoy that
which we Produce.
If we, the'people of the United States, want to have a better
life, spiritually as well as materiatly

basis for most individual achievement in our

41. We must stand firmly for our Beliefs,our Rights,
our Principles.

29. Every Man has the Right to a rair Share of
the Results of his Work and his Ability.

There are those who would ship away our con6dence so that
their speciaihrand crf tyranny might creep into America. They
must not succeed. So,let us ask of every plan, or act,Or idea...

combination is the
country.

As individuafrifiequally important, so laws must apply equally to
all, without special privileges for any group.

Because of this belief, America has...not:only produced more goods,e
but they have been more faIrrylind more widely Shared by MIT
people than in any other country.

10. The Right to Petition the Government.
The right of the individual to "petition the government for redress
of grievances" is evidence of the American belief that government
is the servant, not the master, of the people.

30:Security is the Ability of a Man to Provide for
himself.

11. The Right to Vote for people of ynur choice.

The only true security for any indivilial is the opportunity, the
ability, and the determination to stork and plan and save for his own
present and future. Self-reliance is vital to individual independence
and personal freedom. No man can be "proud and free" who depends on others for his security.

This is the individual's most potent weapon in the protection of his
nghts and freedoms ... a weapon that to be effective must be.Constantly andat isely used.
ACTOR Fred MacMurray and actress June Haver, who once quit a
51.500-a-week film career to become a nun and then returned to
Hollywood several montha later, are shown after marriage in
an Olaf, Callfs inn.
(fatenintioista Soundphota)

31. Wheii-an Individual cannot Provide his own
Security,the Responsibility should be..Assumed
by Others.

Other Principles hold that every man has . 7:

This includes freedom of the press, of radio, of motion pictures, of
every means by which man may express his thoughts.

-

•

1.

It is worth noting that the Declaration of Independence expressed
the belief that "all men are created equal." It did not state or imply
a belief that men detelop equally or have equal ability, or that they
should ever be forced to an exact equality of thouiht, speesh or
material possessions.

4. The Right to Freedom of Speech.

T.-I AILAND
• -1'1 were to
ait Phut). 13) In erntintisd effort to guard the Han.
in-Hatprtong railroad. Diplomatic reports were to the effect that
a cease flre In IndoChina might
be evolved with the French .givhag up all Vietnam (4), except the big port of Saigon (5).

PRIMER FOR AMERICANS

"%jou lwe in the Unite States of America. You are an
Ameriean.
Real Americans like their country. They are proud of it.'They
think it is a good place to live. And they want to keep it rood
-to keep it getting better all the time.
Why is America the way it is? What makes it a good !face
to live? The answer is simply thit:
Throughout our history most Americans have believed
that every person has certain rights and duties and responsibilities-'
Americans have believed that fliefe are certain things peorle
should do, and things they should not do. .
They have also believed in'certain things that people a•e,
and are not.
These things that people believe are called principles. This
book is an attempt to State the Principles of America in simple,
primer fashion so that you can understand them, learn them,
and remember them.
This is important. It was because earlier Americans believed
in these principles and gutted their lives by them,that America
has grown to be the good place It is.
If all of us learn and remember these principles-if we also
guide our lives by them-then we can help to keep America
growing better, and better, and better.
And if we follow these Principles of Amorippa, we can help
Make the world a better place to live in, too.

A

Edinburgh watched an air show,
lunched with Marshal Alphonse
Juin. Andsplantie0s-three comment-.
orative trees at an officers' garden
party at Fontainbleau headquarters
oTAke_Central Etiropean„Commurds

[

IP^

•

The British embassy said it was
"not on his program" to call on..
his uncle.

Is it With or Against the Principles of Americtz?
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Johnny Craig Kelso
Honored At Party
On 6th Birthday
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Weddings Locals

Former Murrayan, Miss Barbara Hood,
Wed /n Ceremony At Bowling Green-

1 -

Confederate Solver _
Tea Held Wednesday
At The Swann Home

••• •

Luncheon IS field
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TWO EXTRA NICE CARS: '48
Nash club coupe; '49 Plymouth,
Special Deluxe 2-door s,
,dan." Rue
••••••T
MONUMENTS, SOLID GRANITE, Overbey, 1630 Fafmer Ave. (jy6c)
RID YOUSI HOME OF TERMITES
large selection sts!les, sizes, Call 85,
and insects Expert work
Ca.1.1
see at Calloway Monument Works, COLLIE PUPPIES FOP. SALE.
441 or see Sam Kelley.'
Wei
Vetter Orr, Owner, 'ertest Main Second house past 95 Drive-In.
• MIDWAI 1110:7 RS •
near College.
tjy20c) same side of road. MilfCA Orr.
4 miles South of Murray on Hazel
(JY7P)
BAR-B-QUE, POUND OR PIEL,e:
Road.
- Drive out and save *$$* Friday, Saturday and Surmay. Also
MAHOGANY COFFEE TABLE,
•New and Used Cars elelevision
*commercial cooking. Louella's Bartwo end tables. Call 1855 or 1786Grayson McClure, Purdom Parks
B-Que, one mile, Hazel Highway.
R. 1102 Pogue. Mrs. J. P Nix.
Phone 84
(Jy1Dc)
(Jy3c)
..(jy6c)

FOR SALE

NOTICE

GE TWIN MOTOR WINDOW FAN HOUSE TRAILER
only Used short time. Call 1080. 181s-foot aluminum
()YIP' tures. Call 26.

I-Conjunction
4—Linger

S-Seedes
12-Fruit drink
•

assistant
14-Lamb's pen
name
16—Message

by,

v. Ire
17-01rl'a n•m•
111-The birds
IS-Select
21-Performed
23-Political group
24-Ache
21-Idle talker
2$-Time gone by
30-W 1 ng ed
12-Rebel

COCO C

14-Death notice
(cotton.)
35-Religious
devotees
16-Ox of Celebes
(Pl.)
.17-Dult
40-Declare
4T-Atenttan
Island
42-Concern
46—Roman road
47-Gaseous
element
41-Portuguese
money of
account
49-Sound
argument
SO-Precious 1:00e3
61-Japanese
money of
account
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,
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4-Engaged In

'

fP.

on Crete
7-11stal pcttern
g-Choose
9-Man's name
10-Beverage .
11-District in
Germany
14-Smooth
20-Repetition
21-Three handed
armadillo
•"-A Myna!
enclosure
23-Small nails
--Workers
r-SlIkworm
23-Rodents
10-Chill4 and
fetter
33-Tolerate
34-Clever Raying
la-Water plant
37-Perm:MN' to
the laity
2,1-.,(.1's owe
V.—The Sweatisti.
SO.-Tiny particle
41-Itorn
11

MAJOR ART CO. HAS OPENing for jobber oi fri.lchise in
Murray. Capital required. Write
Box 32-T, Murray, Ky.(jyfle)

Will Be

CLOSED

MONDAY, JULY

T
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For The Holiday

44-9-Ide tot

Ma le Vaasa leer

THREE FURNISHED ROOMS,
electrically
equipped. 1006
W
Main, phone 512-W. '
ijy6:1

SECOND
FURNISHED I
FLOOR
apartment. Three large rc.oms, with
private bath and outside stairway
entrance. Heat, water ar.d sewerage furnished. Phone 168.
901
Main Street.
(iy3e)

3—Rearing

5

4

FOREST HILLS, INC, PADU
cah's largest New Housing Devel
opment. Now available for rent:
2 bedroom houses, $67.50, 2 bedroom apartments, equirited with
ranges and refrigergtor.i. .$72.50;
3 beetroom houses. $77 Si). Water,
refuse colle?tion and sliades furnished with all units. Best rental
rates in Paducah. Cali Algernon
Blair, Inc., dial 5-5469, 8:00 a.m.
to 5:30 p.m. week days. Nights
and week-ends call 2-2297. (jy6c)

THERE It NOW A SINGER
Sewing Machine representive for
new and used machines and repair service. See Leon Hall 1411 NEW TWO BEDROOM APARTPoplar, phone 1074-R
TFC merit, brick, well imulated modern bath. Combined kit:hen and
_br eakfast roam _ Electric range
furnished. 1609 Farmer.'- Phone
609-W.
iiy10e)

___1Vot everybody i.
Calloway county subscribes to The Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it.

1

SERVICES OFFERED I

PORTRAIT, COMMERCIAL, DI
rectr, hislue
candid - weddings. Custom
and
framing. Wells ,& Wratlier, South
Side square, Murray, telephone
tay27c)
1439.

PAINTItIG !! DON'T I USS 0cuss. call us IrrOde o• outside
painting. glazing, caulking, repair,
•••11.

AHLAIDE

!

TV Schedule
MSM-TS

FOR REN'r

WILL TEACH PRIVATE PIANO
FOR SALE'
lessons at my home, 201 S. 12th.
With all fixIf interested see or call Mrs.
(JY0P)
Carlos Jones, 640-M.
(jy6c)

Answer to Yesterday's eustie

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
Better Rates-Better Terins. *Mefore you buy. see Galloway Insurance Agency. West ,Side Court
Square, Murpy, Ky.
(lY3P)

WANTED TO BUY

(Continued from Deco page)
jr-syrISATURDAY, JULY 10
9:25 Do Yeti i•save -any
9:30 Meet Mn, McNutley
10:00 Johnny Jupiter
10:30 Captain Midnight
11:00 Children's' Gospel Hour
11:80 Western Film
1:00 To Be Announced
3:30 Roy Rogers
4:00 Sky King
4:30 Stu Erwin
5:00 Spike Jones
5:30 Amateur Hour
6.00 Show of Shows
7:06%-Calvacade of America
8:00 Epics (IP the West
9:00 Wrestling

WS1N-TY
(Continued item back page'
10:55 Major League Bast nail
Game of the Week:
Philadelphia vs Baltimore
1:30 TBA
2:45 THA
3:00 Request Theater
4:15 What's Your Trouble?
4:30 Beat the Clock
.6:00 Jackie Gleason
6:00 Two for the MOM,
6:30 Favorite Husband
7:00 That's My Boy
7:30 Into the Night
800 Name's The Same
8.30, TBA
9:00 Summer Theater
WMC-TV
(Continued from back page)
330 Wild Bill Hickok
4:00 Captain Video
4:15 Flicker Comics
4:25 Weather
4:30 Dinah Shore
4:45 News -Caravan5;00 -QuatclitLtriarx.
5:30 Cavalcade of America
6:00 Dragnet
6:30 Theatre
'41111) Martin Kane
11P. Jackpot Calling
Playhouse of Stars
News '
I
Weather
To Be Announced
woo
To Be Announced
9:30 News
9k0 Weather
048 To Be knnothiced
115 Sign Off

Frrk
.
The Classifieds
PAG1E

esimemminowarouniniumimm
-Foi-------6:115-NeWe

• 6:00--SROw-Of. Show,s

5:30 Today
5:55 News
6:00 Today
6:25 News
6:30 Today
6:55 Charm with Cathy
7:00Ding Dont School
7:30 Betty White
800 Home Show
9:00 Bride' and Groom
9:15 Hawkins Falls
9:30 Shopping at Rome
10:00 3 Steps To Heaven
10:15 Storyland
10:30 Homemakera Program
11:00 News
11:15 Farm News
11:30 Channel Five Club
12:00 Kate Smith
1:00 Welcome Travelers
1:30 On Your Account
2:00 Pinky Lee Show
230 Howdy Doody
3:00 Ph
FBleino
ciii
toeqoruirszcwoamn
3:15
4:15
Comics
3:30 To Be Announced
3:45 Hartoons
4:00 Captain Video
4:25 Weather
4:30 Eddie Fisher
4:45 News Caravan
5:00 Dennis Day
5:30 Life of Riley
6:00 Big Story
6:30 Stories of the Century
7:00 Cavalcade of Sports
7:45 Greatest Fights
8930 Letter to Loretta
8:30-'snews
8:45 Clete Roberts
9:00 To Be Announced
936 'News
9:40 Weather
9:45 Hollywood' Movie Theater
10:45 Sign Off

7:30
8:00
9:00
10:00
1,0- 10
11:05

Hit Parade
Wrestling
Feature
News
Arnatuer Night
Sign Off

—Reed

LAKEVIEW

Fedders
The Leading Air Conditioners

I

Do more for Hay Fever sufferers than any
other make

or

type

Airconditioners

Alfred Duncan
405 S. 4th, St,
Phone 1680

DRIVE-IN
--SATURDAY ONLY
Double Feature
"RUN FOR THE HILLS"
with, Sonny Tufts and Barbora Payton
PLUS
"THE SILVER WHIP"
with Dale Robertson and
Rory Calhoun
SUNDAY & MONDAY
"WHITE WITCH
DOCTOR"
in techtricolor
starring Susan
Hayward
and Robert Mitchum
•

Dale GI Ottabbtefield
PRESCRIPTION&
c

Wallis Drug
WE HAVE IT — WE WILL GET IT
OR IT CAN'T BE HAD

SATURDAY, Mk/
8:45
8:55
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
10:55
1:30
2:00
2:30
3:00
3:30
4:00
4:30
5:00

II

News
bleditattuo
Captain Midnight
el the Southn.r.1
To Ee Announ-ed
Quiz 'em on the AoGame of the Week
Cowboy G-Men
Film Feature
Super Circus
Super Cirrus
Cavalcade or Bands
My Little Margie
Lone Ranger
Spike Jones

DRUG
Will Be Open This Sunday
for your Drug, Prescription apd Sundry Needs.
WE WILL BE CLOSED from
11:00 A.M. to 1:00 P.M. for Church Hour

Intricrailirrif iferE-

HUMPHRIES
111.1,'
j
Is thlErflit7n1171%viliorni • "You're. we eOrrie Co 11,' ors -of- f iwAikt-r 4rt) *TY'SOFftYrACR
•
,SW_Pfleininc.trrer"
4
IT WAR the middle of the ;vee'm idel:s brtegard to fhe clinfc:",
feed
'berries 'for canning.' Inione "1103:
:'You and your out clinic," Rot - -''W-nen it's part of your trousfollowing her telephone conversa•
FRIDAY, JULY 9
207 South 13th Street.
ijy7n0
tion 'with Walt when Cynthia re- said. "Its in your blodd almost as seau! I've got plenty of nerve."
4:50 Meditation
ceived a letter. She did not recog- bad as it's in Walter Sellars'. If Roz admitted, "but not that • nize the hand
ting. whiegt was you do ' watch out, it will make much."
NANCY
—
you d
itip, _or freeze bp, like
neat, not too arsAi4,,and.naddia
Cynthiai was. thinking that' it
him." for 11!,•Itaz
feminine flour'
i prbmised vu xis pet )1.5 vfell ske bad gone on
a. Sksi,
4ie would'
imagine whom; It_ eat*, tot keen 4ag
Ito lelp kis that shOpntrig Spree. She lad hot
! • bought an evening gown, but she
and found herielf Iveif mb e un- cal eviti'Cynthia.
"I Jove the clinic," Cynthia said, had bought a most attractive dinprepared when she found that the
tette} was from Norman's mother. "but I hope It won't conic to
ner dress. It was the loveliest
li life I'll ever have."
Norman might have warned her the only
color, sort of between a blue and
doesn't want' me to go a green. It had a circlet of Uny
that his mother was going to write. • 7.1,
However, he hid been off to Wash- bail cf nursing," Nons put in. It pearls around the choker-neck,
was
impossible
for her to talk for and was cut in a low V at the
ington again and so perhaps had
long about any other subject than back-quite daring, in fact.
not known it
It was
Alan and their future together. ankle length and the
skirt swung
Dear Cynthia, the letter be"Btat 1 think I should take a case full and gracefully.
gan. My son has told Me so
now and then, not only to keep my
When she had bought it, she
mac'
. about you that I feel
Alkali/
band ln....ks one naives knows what had-woncfgrettif 111S %Could
-W2.•-•• PI%
can address yOli by - Voir-Pt,
efei
may
come
tir,
but
because
then
I
have an opportunity to wear it
name. Norman Pias also told
could help save toward the liou7se. She had thought she
me some of your ideat in remight have,
II !IP'
we want to build."
if
Norman'should take her somegard to the clinic for those
"If you want some other life, where swanky to
dine and dance.
deer little children. I hare a
you'd better start working At it," She did nbt believe
it would be
few ideas of my own. So I am
Roz advised Cynthia. "If only for too dressy to wear
writing to suggest that you
for dinner in
that reason, and to pat the same his home. Not
if Pleasantridge
spend this coming week end,
sort of an idea into Doc Sellars* Farms was anything
00,11111111111.1111111111111
like Roz's
if convenient, with as at
head, you ought to accept Lhia in- description. And
-eweshe could take
Pltaaantridge Faring. I ans
vite to Pleasantridge Fa r m s. along her
old black crepe, whtch
•ioeking forward more than I
Sounds kind of ritzy, doesn't. it? a1,
7isys looked conservatively nice,
LW; ABNER
rale possibly tell you to knowI bet it's One of those Lig country and had,
fortunately, just conies
ing you, Cynthia.
estates, set way back among the from the cleaner'a.
Yours sincerely,
trees; with cattle and horses graz`1,
0'IS COLD,CRITTER lf
After she had posted an acceptELIZABETH BRA NDT
ing fn the clover and baby lambs
COLD AS A FLOUNCMLEtg
.
•
Now wrest was she going to do frolicking about. Nothing elegant, ance to Mrs. Brandt, Cynthia won??-GAsPf-AH KISSED
dered how to break the news to
GOT--about such an invitation?
but the genuine countryrs entry her "hose"
PLENTY 0'- u6N.rf- DOGPATCH
that she was going to
NO-HEART-SLAT"!
Of course shescould reply with style."
be out Of town over the week end.
BRIDES,IN MAH TIME a little note •regretting that this
It probably was nothing like
She decided to call Mimi Whiting
FT'si IT- smtippeRft-NEVAH
week end would not be conveni- that, yet even such a description and tell
that good lady, who surely
ONE LIKE'1071
ent And implying that no other as Rot's made Cynthia homesick dbuld be
relied 'Upon to pass it on
for the country. The farm she had to Dr. Sellars.
u'eek end would be, either.
She did not believe aba ,ausatee) been reared on had been far from
She explained to Miss Whiting
to meet Norman's family, visit in Plush, but it had been a produc- that Dr. Sellars had said he might
comfortable
tive,
.
rnidwestern
one. call her in an emergency. ''So
his home-not just yet. anyway.
I
on tie other hand, for the sake of There had been wheat and corn, thought* it might be a good idea
cattle
and
hogs,
and
chickens-a
nd
the clinic, she ought not refuse
to let him know where I can be
yea, horses, too, if not thorough- reached. Have
such an invitation.
you a pencil and
brede, that she had ridden and paper? You
may want to write
"Of course you can't refuge RI"
loved
as
a
girl.
it down. And if Dr. Sellars wants
Roz said, when later that day ,CynAnd come to think about it, Roz to know with whom I'm staying,"
this decided to ask the advice of
could
be
right
about
the
she
rest.
added, after Miss Whiting had
If
her roommates. "Heavens, I wish
such an oppoitunity had come my she spent a week end with Nor- taken time to get paper and penman's
family
at
their
cil
country
and
write down -the address,
way. When a man's mother asks
a gal to come get the onee‘ver, place, Walt might begin to get it "you can tell him that PleasantIt show's the situation is getl.ng through his somewhat thick skull ridge is the_Perandts' country esthat the friendship between her
ABBIE an' BLAU
Serious."
and "that Brandt fellow" could be"I'll be sure to tell him," Miss
"That's exactly why r don't feel
come serious.,
Whiting promised cheerfully. "We
I should go," Cynthia said.
"I guess I'll accept Mrs. Brandt's are just getting along splendidly,
"I think it's a lovely letter,"
Invitation," Cynthia decided, Mists Doyle. So do feel free to have
&lora said. "I don't see any reasbn
"After all, it would hardly be cour- a pleasant time."
why you shouldn't go, Cyn." Nora
Cynthia thanked her: she recogteous not to. And you never can
spent every other week end With
nized that "splendtly;" it had
tell what may come of it."
Alan's family. "It seems to me,"
"I hope you draw the winning been Walt's term. Well, let him
she added, "it would be a good
think that his ex-arstant nurse
way to know Norman better. You ticket out of the bag," Roz said. was baying
such a pleasant vacas
She
shrugged
her
lovely
shoulders,
more
about a
can tell so much
Bon that she would qrtainly want
person when you know his fam- widened her eyes. "I'd be green to postpone
as
long as ossible her
ily. Only last week Alan's mother with envy, darling: only I met a return
to duty. Let hi
wonder
said how happy she was, and re- new man last night. He's simply IC the
wedding, andftr.oualps, she
lieved, that Alan was marr3ing a rolling.'
had so casually tossed int their
"Rolling?" Nora asked.
girl they knew so well."
last delightful conversation rfw,ght
"In greenbacks, honey - bun," be -connected with this week
"Now, see here," Cynthia said,
d
"this letter doesn't say that Mrs. Roz informed her. "And I have to "that fellow Eirandt's" family.
•
Brandt wants to look me over as a date with him this week end.
Let him think anything he
a prospective daughter-fn-law. If Wish I had something to wear, darted please. If only he
would
I thought that, I woridn't go. The. like that honey of an evening dress think about her.
only reason I thought maybe I you just bought."
(To Be ColtInner! I
9,
1,4
/0.141,1. Illtrrtohripo, ./.14to-lholl...1
YIN, reeleee••
,
edos.-

Telephone 331
Murray,

Kentucky

-*sit Does Make a Difference Who W'rites Vour Insurance"
By Erni. Bushmillur

sor

BY Al CAPP
MUCH AS AF-1 COULD
USE T1-IET4-CENT
WEDDIN'FEE, AN BEGS
N/O:SON — DON'T
GO THROUGH
WIF THIS?!

MARRYIN.SAM IS
USUALL'i A INSINCERE
OLD WINDBAG,SON 5UT, FO'ONCE,HE'S
TALKIN'FuM HIS

NE.ART.7-

By Raebarn Van Baran
YOU'LL DO, SAID THE DAMSEL
AS SHE STEERED THE KNIGHT
ERRANT TOWARDS HER
CHARIOT.' YOU'LL DO

BEAUTIFULLY.'
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SATURDAY, JULY 3, 1954

The LEDGER & TIMES

(KEEP THIS HANDY

TV

GUIDE

Television Schedule

NO (ONTROL YAM
"SYNCE0-1101V"

Week Of,July 5. Through July 10

-

JET

PUMPS
Copyright 1334

Fedders

MONDAY, JULY 5
7:00
7:30
7:45
8:911
9:00
9 15
9.30
10.00
11:00
11:15
11:30
1200
.

COOLS THE AIR!

Fedders
CLEANS THE AIR!
eljte,e4see.
WAireere
ratsual. ace.
toratats..."
isre•-•••••

1:00
1:30
2.00
2 15
2.30
3 00
4 00
4:15

fedders
DRIES THE AIR{

Fedders

Your Fedclers
Dealer in Murray is

. 605 S. 4th Street
Phone 1680
...•••••••Ir

•Weicome Travelers
On Your Account
Opry Matinee
Let's Find Out Howdy Doody
Western Corral
Farm Furrows
Televisit
Weather Report
Tony Martin Show
News Caravan
Name That Tune
Voice of Firestone
Dennis Day
Robert Montgomery
Who Said That
I Led Three Lives
Mr. and Mrs. North
Views of the Neu s
Sports Roundup
Do You Know Why
Night Watch

4:25
4:30
4.45
5-00
5:30
6.00
6.30
7.30
8.00
8 30
9 00
9.15
9.25
9:30

NEW -PUSH-SUTTON"
WIATHIN SURIAU

Alfred Duncan

Ding Bong School
One Man's Family
Three Steps to Heaven
Home
Bride and Groom
Hawkins Falls
The Betty White Show
Morning Matinee
Deyotional hbarnents
Noonday News
Kitchen Kollege
Kate Smith

1

TUESDAY. JUL% 5
7:00
7.30
7 45
8 00
9:00
9 15
930
10:00
11:00
11.15
11:30
12:00
1:00
• 1:30
2:00
2.15
2.30
3:00
4:15

Ding Dong Scnom
One Man's Family
Three Steps To Heaven
Home
Bride and Groom
Hawkins Falls
Betty _White Show
Morning Matinee .
Appointment at 12 Noon
Noonday News
Kitchen Kollege
Kate Smith
Welcome Travelers
On Your Account
Opry Matinee
Let's Find Out
Howdy Doody
Western Corral
Fishing Show

Weather Report
Call 1054
For Electric Wiring
of All Kinds
- •-

Plan Your
NEW BATH ROOM
with us now
•
Plumbing Supplies

Calhoun Plumbing
& Electric Co.
Phone 1054

101 N. 3rd

4-30
4:45
5.00
6 00
6 30
7 00
7 30
8 00
30
9 00
9.15
925
9 30
10.00

Dinah Shore Show
.hews Caravan
Miltoa Bert, Show
Finis* Theater
ClrehliMlieater
Fred Allen Sho w
Lite With Elizabeth
R.F.D. Nashville
This Ls Your Life
Views of the News
Sports Roundup
Do You Know Why
Campbell Sounc:stage
Night Watch- .

7110
7 30
7 45
800
9 00
9 25
950
10.00
11:00
1175
11 30
l2 00
1 00
1:30

WEDNESDAY. JULY 7
Ding Dong School
One Man's Family
Three Steps To ,Heaven
Home
Bride and Groom
Hawkins Falls
Betty White Show
Morning Mzunee
Devotional Moments
Nor,nday News
Kitchen Kollege
Kate Smith
Welcome Travelers
On Your eAccount

WSIX-TV.e- Nashville

Nashville

WSM-TV

2:00 Opry Matinee
_2:15 .Let's Find Out
2:30 HoWdy Doody
3:00 Western Corral
4:15 Fishing Show
4:25 Weather Report
4:30 Eddie Fisher Show
4:45 News Caravan
5:00 Superman
5:30 My Little Margie
6:00 Kraft Theater
7:00 Movie- "Summer norm"
8:30 Racket Squad
9•00 Views of the News
9:15 Sports Roundup
9:25 Do You Know Why
9.30 Stars on Parade
THURSDAY. JULY 8
Ding Dong School
One Man's Family
Three Step TO &even_
a r
tiortie
Bride and Groom
Hawkins Falls
The Betty White Show
Morning Matinee
Appointment at' 12 Noon
Noonday News
Kitchen Kollege
Harriet Harvey
Kate Smith
Welcome Travelers
On Your Account
Opry Matinee
Let's Find Out
HowdSr Doody
Western Corral
Fishing Show
Weather Report
Diiiah Shore
News. Caravan..
Groucho Marx
5:30 Ozzie and Harriette
6:00 Dragnet
t30 Ford I".oater
7:00 March of Medicine
7:30 Boston Blackle
8.00 Mr. District Attorney
830 I Married Joan
9 00- Views of the News
9 15 Rasslin With Russ
9.30 Hit Parade

7:00
7:30
7.45
II:00
8:00
9:15
9:30
,(IOO
11:00
11:15
11:30
12:00
12:15
1:00
1.30
2:00
2:15
2:30
3:00
4:15
4:25
4:30
4:45
5:00

FRIDAY. JULY
7:00
- .7:30
7:45
8:00
9.00
9.15
9- 30
10:00
1100
11:15
11:30

ta

Ding Dong
One Man's Family
Three Steps To Heeven
Horne
Erode and Groom
Hawkins Falls
The Betty White Snow
Morning Matinee
Devotional Momenta

Noonday News
Kitchen Kollege
12:00 Kate Smith.
1:00 Welcome Tritvelers
On Your Account
1 ..36
2.00 ,Opry Matinee
2:15 Let's Find Out
2:30 Howdy Doody
3:00 Western Corral
4.00 Sports Review
4:25 Weather airport
4:30 Eddie Fisher 4:45 News Caravan
5-00 C;arroway At Large
5.30 Life of Riley
6 00 The Big Story
6 30 What's In The Neal,
6.45 Jungle Macabre
7:00 Boxing
7.45 Greatest Fights "
1
800 To Be Announced
8:15 Steelworkers Address
8,30 Story Theater
9.00 View, of the News
9 15 Sports Roundup
(Continued on inside paeco

Copyright 1954

7:45
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10.45
11:00
11:30
12:00
12:30
1:00
1:15
1:30
2:00
30.00
4:30
4:45
5:00
5:30
6:00
6:30
7:00
8:00

MONDAY, JULY 5
Morning latusica,
Arthur Godfrey .
Strike It Rich
Valiant Lady
Love of Life
Search for Tomorrow
The Guiding I.Oght
Brighter Day
Portia Faces Life
Garry Moore
Morning Varieties
Double or Nothing
House Party
The Big Payoff
Bob Crosby
Woman With A Past,
Secret Storm
What's Cookin'7
Off The Record
Western' Party
Douglas Edwards, News
Perry Como
Burns and Allen
Godfrey's Talent Scouts
I Love Lucy
Red Buttons
Studio One
Bale. 714

8:30 Spotlighting the News
8:45 Weathertuen
8:50 Sportsnightly
900 Summer Theater
TUESDAY, JULY 8

9:30
9:45
10:00
10:1.1310:30

/vett,er to-oerrey
Strike It Richt
Valiant Lady
Love of Life
Search for Tomorrow
The Guiding Light
Brighter Day
Portia Faces Life
• __ _
Garry Moore

11:30
1100'
12:30
1:00
1:15

House Party
The Big Payoff Bob Crosby
Woman With A Past
Secret Storm

flt3f
19700

9.;15

1:30
2:00
9:00
4:30
4:45
500
f 30
6-00
6.3e
700
7:30
8:00
810
8:45
8:50
910

What's COoktn'?
Off The Record
Western Party
1Z/orgies Edwards. News
J) Stafford
The Goldbergs
Red Skelton
Meet Millie
Su -penae
Danger
Ray Bolger
Break the Bank
Spotlighting the News,
Weatherman
Sportsnightly
Summer Theater

'WEDNESDAY. JUI 1- 7
7.45 Mbrning tourer,
8:00 Arthur Godf.-ey
8:36 Strike It R :h
Valiant Lady
0- 15 Love of Life
9-70 Search for, Tomorrow
9 45 The Guiding Light
oo Brighter Day
ioe 15 Porta Faces Life
1030 Garry Moore
10.45 What's our Trouble?
11:00 .Double or Nothing
1130 House Party
1200
.
The Sig Payoff
12.30 Bob Crosby
1.00 Worran. With A Past
5 Secret Storm
1:30 What's Cookin'?
200 Off The Record
3:00 Western Party

rt

4:30 Douglas Edwards, News
4:45 Perry Coon
.8:00 Godfrey and Friends
8:00 Strike It Rich
6:30 I've Got A Secret
7.00 Blue Ribbon Bouts
43. Big Playback
8:00 Danny Thomas
830 Spotlighting the News
8:45 The Weatherman
8:50 Sportsnightly
9:00 Summer Theater
.
THURSDAY, JULY 11
7.4a.
8:30
9:00
9 15
9.30

The Guidino Light
Brighter Day
Portia FaOes Lifer
Garry Moore
House Party
The Big Payoff
Bob rosby Show

1:00
1:15
1:30
2:00
3:00
4:30
'4:45
500
.5:30
o:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
8:45
8•50
9:00

Woman With A Past
Secret Storm
What's Cookin'7
Oft The ,Record
Western Party
Douglas Edwards, .
i .ticws
Jane Froman
Pepsi-Cola Playhouse ,
4-Star Playhouse
,.
Lux Video 'T'neater
Big Town
Public DefenderPlace the Face
TBA
Spotlighting the New.
Weatherman
Sportsnightly
Summer Theater
FRIDAYS

w:-73
8 00'
8.30
9:00
9. 15

4:50
5:00
5:25
5:30
5:55
6:00
6:25
6.30
655
7:00
7:30
8:00
9:00
9:15
930
10:00
10:14
10:30
11:00

Arthur Doon-ey
Strike It /Arch.
Valiant Lady
Love of Life
Search for Tomorrow

9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
11:30
1200
.
1230

MONDAY, JULY Ti
,
Mecntation
Today
News
Today
News
Today
News
Today
Charm With Cathy
Ding Dong School
Betty White
Home Show
Bride 'ant Groom
Hawkins Falls
Shopping at Home
3 Steps To Heaven
Storyland
Homemakers Program
News
,

7:30
8:00
8:30
8-45
9:00
9:30
9:45
9:45
10:15
10:45

11:30
12:00
1:00
1:30
2:00
2:30
3:00
3:15
o3:30
3:35
4:00

Channel Five ClUb
Kate Smith
Welcome Travelers
On -Your Account
Pinky Lee Show
Howdy Doody
Priotoquaz
Berl Olswanger
Stars on Parade
Hartoons
Captain Video

. 4:15 Flicker Comics ,
4.25 Weather
4:30 Sl.ro, :thodes
4:45 News Caravan
lame That Tune
6:00 Cisco Kid

:ace Pear Shew
I'll Buy That
Strike It Rich
Valiant Lady
Love of Life

9:30 Search for Tomorrow
. 9:45 The Guiding Light
10:00 Brighter Day 10:15 Portia Faces Life
10:30 Garry Moore
11:00 Double or Nothing
11,30 House Party
11.45 Afternoon Varieties
12-00 Big Payoff
1130 Bob Crosby1,00 Woman With A Past
Secret Storm
What's Cookin'7
Off The Record
Western Party
Douglas Edwards, News
Perry Como
Mama
T -pper
Playhouse of Stars
Our Itgles Brooks
My Friend- Irma
Col. Humphrey Flack
.You Asked For It
Spotlighting the News
Weatherman
Sportsnightly
Chicago Wrestling
SATURDAY, JULY 10
745 TBA
8:00 Winky Dink and ,You
8:30 Rosi Brown, Rocket Ranger
900 Big Top
10:00 Wings Over The Sea
10:30 TBA
10:45 Dizzy Dean
(Continued on Inside page)

6:30
7:30
800
8:30
8:45
9:00
930
9:40
9-45
10 45

Robert Montgomery
Who Said That
To Be Announced
News
Clete. Roberts
Wrestling
News
Weather
To Be Announced
Sign Off
TUESDAY. JULY C

Today
News
Today
News
Today
Charm with Cathy
Ding Dong School
Betty White
Home Show
Bride and Groom
Hawkins Falls

9- 30
10:00
1015
10:30
11:00
11:15

Shopping at Home
3 Steps To Heaven
Storyland
Homemakers Program
News
Farm News

11:30
12:00
1:00
1:30
200
2:30
3:00
3:15

Channel Fi:e Club
Kate Smith
Welcome Travelers
On. Your Account
Pinky Lee Show
Howdy Doody
Photoquiz
Berl Olswanger

- well jets.'
See thestaknew deep
Shallow well units, too. Nothing
rhe like 'rm. Don't settle tQr less!
- •
,

4:50
5:00
5.25
5:30
5:55
6 00
30
f 6:25

9.00 Bride and GrOom
9 15 Hawkins Falls
9:30 Shopping at Home
10:00,8 Stew.. To Heaver. '
10:15 Storyland ,

1030 Homemaker! Program

$111.00

Get the Facts
Beft,re ycu buy any new
pump Of skrAtef 2,14C0M,
check with us.

ELROY SYKES
PLUMBING CO.
6. Ch St.
Phone 1654

GENTLE REMINDER
TO A
.
HUSBAND
We hate to mention It,
but do you realize you
still haven't bought her isiot
that ring? That big
beautiful diamond you
promised yourself you'd
get her-someday when
you could afford it
And just look how long
ago that was!
Fortunately, It's never too late to give Thee
a diamond ring. Ahd
you cans make it all
up to her now by being
sure to give her an Artcsuced diamona. Something better than or.
dinary, to say "Thank

it

rzejlte'e
Today
151ewso
Today
Neves
.1,
To
oda y
News

11:15 Farm News
11:30 Chanrel Five Club
12:00 Kate Smith
1:00 Welcome.. Travelers
130 On Your Account
2:00 Pinky Lee Show
2:30 Howdy Doody
3:00 Photoquiz
3:15 Berl Olswanger
530 Superman
4:00 Captain Video
4:15 Interesting Person
4.
.30 Stars on Parade
4:4.5 News
5:00 Milton Berle
8:00 Fireside Theatre
6:30 Circle Theatre
700 Judge for Yourself
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you" for al/ the years
she's waited so patient-

6:55 Charm. with Cathy
7:00 Ding' Dong School
7:30 Betty White
Home
8:00
9:00 Br
anh("A
(
Groom
9:15 Hawkins Falls
- 930 Shopping at ,Heme
10:00 3 Steps To Heaven
10:15 Storyland
10
1:30
:00 He
N oiwngemakers Program
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Watch how her eyes
will light up when she
sees you've remecnb4Wed . . . and especially
when

she

sees

ill

st
or
of

the

th
I.
751

famous name Artearved
inside the ring! Stop in
today and. see our Art.
carved collection.

11:15
11:30
12:06
1:00
1:30
2 00

Farm , News
'Channel Five Club
Kate Smith
Welcome Travelers
On Your Account
Pinky Lee Show
Howdy Doody
3
2:3.
3°
0 Photoquiz
3:15 Berl Olsv:anger
-
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PARKERS JEWElRY
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Murray Home& Auto Store
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ELECTRIC FANS

Is Headquarters For
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ELECTRIC FANS
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WOW T994116.11

20-inch
WINDOW FANS
$39.95

For the Clearest‘TV Pictur
Ever Seen in this Area...

sn

PH I LCO

Good Selection of Styles and Sizes

• u
SPECIAL

Just Like

Good Sele7tion Of
tr
°CH-LA.71NC'
FANS
8 in. - 10 in. -16 in.

a Boost in )
Station Power!
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Ealt Main Street
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Larry Kerley Company
Phone 135

East Side Square

14
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now $39.95

50 Patterns To Choose From

Main St.

QI

TI

20 inch window fan
EXPERT'TELEVISION REPAIR

THURMAN Furniture'v

th
th
th

On Window Fans

LINOLEUM HEADQUARTERS
9 and 12 ft. widths
Cut Any Size

Phone 587

NBIDS NO CONTROL VALRI
New "Syncro-flow" design auto.
matically guarantees maximum
pumping capacity in spite of
changing water level. Patented set
charger prevents water logging.

For Your Summer Comfort
See Our Large Selection o

sasK1111110111

RILEY FURNITURE AND
APPLIANCE CO.

Delisers up to 560 iiallons of
water per hour to your home.

5:30
5:55
.8:00
6:25
6.30
6:56
7:00
7:30
8:00
9:00
9:15

5 30 Favorite StOry6:00 IV Theatre
7:00 Thia Is Your. Life
7:30 Playhouse
8:00 Favorite Story
8:30 Nevies
8:45 Clete .Roberts
9-00 Rocky King
9:30 _ _ews
9:40 Weather
9-45 To Be Announced
10.45 Sign Oft
THURSDAY, .11CL1

1

Sparton Television
From $229.95 up
Other .Sets
$149.95 up

Famous Jacuzzi quality Jeep well
Jet pumps at a new LOW price.

7

3:30 To Be Announced
3 15 Hartoons
400 Captain Video
4:15 Inter- sting Person
430' Eddie Fisher
4:45 News
5:e0 I Married Joan

4#0 Nlecloo.tion
560 Today
325 News
5:30 Today
5:55 News
6:00 Today
6:25 News
6:30 Today
55 Charm With Cathy
7.00 Ding Dong School
7:30 Betty White
8:00 Home Show

11:00

Bit! Baker Mr. Dist. Attorney
Esso News
Street Corner, USA
To Be Announced,
'
News
Weather
Dave Uarroway
To Be Announced
Sign Off

WEDNESDAY,, JULY
" 4:50 Meditation 5:00 Today
5:25 News

11:15 Farm News.

JULY 9

1:15
1:30
2:00
3'00
-4:30
4:45
5:00
5:30
6:00
8:30
7!00
7.30
8:00
8 30
845
8:50
9:00

SUMS all

W MC -TV - Memphis

Don't Swelter In The Summer Heat. Be
Comfortable with one of our fans
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